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The C/assmale was originated and prevloLlsly edited 
by lhe w ives 01 the students of the General Line and 
Naval Science School-lIl. now sponsored by the Otticer 
Studenls' Wives ' Club 01 Ihe Naval Postgraduate 
School. Malarial and opinion. contained herein are 
Ihose of the publishers and are not 10 be considered 
an ortlclel expression 01 the Department 01 the Navy. 
Because of Its functions •• an unofficial medium lor 
Ihe Officer Students' Wives ' Club, advertisements in the 
publication do not consl1lule an enoorsement by the 
Department of Ihe Navy of services advertised. Wri tten 
permission is neeesury to re-prlnllny mllerlal herein. 
publr.hed II no COIl 10 the U.S. Government by Herald 
Prlnler • . 201 Foam 51., Monlerey. CA. 
The monlhly deadline lor ALL copy to Ihe Edllor. SMC 
2330. i. the 1 It 01 Ihe month prior 10 Ihe month of putt. 
IIcllion (November 1 II to get Into Ihe December issue). 
The delollnelor aovenislng copy lithe Sth 01 the month 
prior 10 Ihe monlh 01 publication. 
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OOPS! WE GOOFED! 
The splendid cover photo of our 
March/April issue was taken by Cdmr. 
Mike Anderson. Thank you and we 
hope more wi ll follow. 
Cover Photo: 
By Cmdr. Mike Anderson, 
EDITORIALLY SPEAKING 
From the Editor's Desk 
by Jeannine Cotner 
Happy Mother's Day. This month 's 
issue, as you can probably guess, cen-
ters around "good 01' Mom". Dad's turn 
is next month. Most of the burden of 
family life falls on Mom's shoulders 
while Dad is hitting the books here at 
NPS. Not that there aren't pleasures 
2 
A quatity academic program 
with individualized instruction. 
Curriculum mclU(!es 
MUSIC Math 
Art Pre-Reading & Readmg 
PhonICS Science 
And Much Morel 
Full and Pan-lime SeSSIOns 
For More Information Call 
375-9743 
1231 Seventh St., Monterey 
(A Block Irom POS! Graduate School) 
in being around the children all day. 
But, as busy as La Mesa Moms are 
with their children, they keep them-
selves active also, whether it is through 
OSWC, Classmate, tennis, crafts, 
aerobics, bowling, carpooling, having 
lunch with the girls , and good 01' shop-
ping. Monterey and La Mesa are one 
of the places we have enjoyed the most 
with our children. There are endless 
things for Moms to come up with to do 
with their childlren, going to the library 
for story hour, climbing over everything 
in the Dennis the Menace Park, feed-
ing the sea lions, paddle-boating on 
Lake EI Estero, exploring the Asilomar 
tidal pools, Great America (bring Dad 
along for this trip) , hiking at Pt. Lobos, 
riding the carousel at the Edgewater 
Packing Co. , picking strawberries and 
apples, and the list goes on. This area 
offers so much pleasure to families ; 
with summer coming, take advantage 
of it and watch for next month 's issue 
with more suggestions. 0 
LA MESA TEEN CLUB 
Do you have a teenager who needs 
a place to go? Have them come over 
to the Teen Center and join in the fun! 
The Teen Club is located off Leahy, 
across from the Housing Office. 
We have many trips planned and 
could really use the help of any par-
ents. Working with teenagers is a chal-
lenge but is also rewarding. We need 
adults to chaperone whi le the Teen 
Club is open. Our hours are: Mon.-
Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Fri. 3-6 p.m. and 7:30-
11 p.m.; Sat. 12:30-4:30and7-11 p.m. 
Please contact Josephine Cardinale 
646-2127 for further information. 0 
CORRECTION 
These are the correct phone numbers 
for the New Exchange. 
Hours: Mon. , Tues., Wed ., Fri. , Sat. 
10:00-5:00; Thurs. 10:00-8:00; Sun. 
12:00-5:00. 
Barber Shop 373-2232 
Cashier 373-3575 
Sandpiper Deli 373-7252 
Laundry/Dry Cleaning 373-5933 
Main Retail Store 373-3575 
Optical Shop 373-5933 
Personalized Service 373-5933 
The Uniform & Garden Shops are lo-




by Lynne Tungett 
Setting : La Mesa Housing area 
A rare day in Monterey, sunny and 
windless. 
Characters: La Mesa Mom 
Jogger (OSWC member) 
Scene: La Mesa Mom pushing her 
two-year-old daughter in a stroller 
up the hill on Spruance. A jogger is 
concluding her run by walking for a 
couple of blocks. She comes 
alongside the La Mesa Mom. 
Jogger: (panting slightly) Hi! Nice day, 
huh? 
La Mesa Mom: Beautiful! Is it always 
like this here? 
Jogger: (chuckles) Not often. You 
must have just moved in. 
La Mesa Mom: Yes, the mover just 
came to pick-up the empty moving 
boxes and Personal Property comes 
tomorrow to put some things in stor-
age. 
Jogger: Are you in one of the Quads? 
La Mesa Mom: Yeah, it 's small but we 
like it. I'm hoping to sell some of the 
things we don't use anymore at the 
June Bargain Fair. 
Jogger: I sold at the last Bargain Fair, 
what we didn't sell I took to the Navy 
Relief Thrift Shop. 
La Mesa Mom: Have you been here 
long? 
Jogger: About six months. 
La Mesa Mom: What is there to do 
around here? A lot of my neighbors 
work and I haven't really met anyone 
yet. 
Jogger: Have you been to an OSWC 
Welcome Aboard yet? 
La Mesa Mom: No, my husband had 
to work on a project at the computer 
center and I couldn't find a baby sitter. 
Jogger: Well, there's another Wel-
come Aboard in August where Com-
munity and NPS groups have informa-
tion tables. And they'll be putting on 
"Cramalot". 
La Mesa Mom: What's "Cramalot"? 
Jogger: It's a musical skit about life at 
NPS. Linda Shoop, a gal I know, is 
going to be the director. 
La Mesa Mom: That sounds interest-
ing. 
Jogger: Have you joined OSWC yet? 
La Mesa Mom: No, what's that? 
Jogger: It's the Officer Students' 
Wives Club. 
La Mesa Mom: I was a member of the 
Officer Wives Club at our last duty sta-
tion , but they didn't do much. 
Jogger: Well, here the Wives Club 
does all sorts of things, like the Wel-
come Aboards and, you know, the Bar-
gain Fair you mentioned. That's all or-
ganized and run by OSWC. In July 
there will be the La Mesa 10K Run. 
Last year I wasn't in shape but I'm hop-
ing to place this year. Alice Alexander 
is already forming a committee to set 
it all up. There's even a Fun Run for 
any1hing that moves: dogs, strollers, 
and wagons! It was great to see whole 
families doing something together. 
La Mesa Mom: Yeah, the guys seem 
to spend a lot of time studying: What 
curriculum is your husband in? 
Jogger: Computer Tech. Has your 
section gotten together yet? 
La Mesa Mom: What's that? 
Jogger: Your "section" is the guys who 
come to school at the same time and 
will be taking the same classes to-
gether. You 'll probably start to meet 
people that way. But if you want to get 
out and get involved, come to the next 
OSWC meeting or function. The 
monthly meetings are open to 
everyone on the first Monday night of 
the month. And check the Pink Flyer, 
the newsletter, for details on the next 
function . Well, I'm going to turn off 
here, say what's your name? 
I'm ... (Scene fades) 
I hope this little dramatization was 
informative. It is typical of many who 
come and go here in La Mesa. Come 
join us in OSWC and be one of the 
informative wives who can be of help 
to newcomers. D 
3 
I-----oswc News--------f 
1 st Vice President's Message 
MAY 1985 OSWC ACTIVITY 
OSWC "Tour & Luncheon" 
Talented or not, the Fort Ord Craft 
Center has something for everyone. 
Come join us on May 14th for a guided 
tour by Caroline M. Leiter, the program 
director. The Craft Center offers some 
40 craft classes for all ages. There will 
be demonstrations on the art of stained 
glass (by Liz Hoffman Allard) , pottery 
(by Christie Cole) and also information 
from their complete sales store (by Pat-
ricia [Pat] Gilman) on supplies and ac-
cessories to accommodate every 
class. The tour starts at 10 a.m. fol-
lowed by a lunch at the Fort Ord Of-
ficers Club at 12:30. There will be so-
cial time before lunch to ask our guests 
questions on the crafts, etc. 
The cost to members wil l be $6.30 
and $7.05 for non-members. Please 
send your reservations and check 
made payable to OSWC to Ashlie 
Counts-Jenkins, 10 Revere Rd ., Mon-
terey, CA 93940 or SMC # 1126 by 
May 9th. Please include your guests 
name(s). 0 
June 1985 OSWC ACTIVITY 
June 11: A tour of "Points of Interest" 
at the Naval Postgraduate School by 
the Public Affairs Officer LCDR Neal 
Thompson. After a brief history of NPS 
we will have a guided tour of the Wea-
ther Lab, Command Control Communi-
cations Center, Wind Tunnel, Com-
puter Center, ending in Herrmann Hall 
with a tour of areas not seen on a gen-
eral walk thorugh the building. 
Need an Idea for a Father's Day Gift? 
For dads and husbands an NPS Tal-
bott Tie would be a great idea for 
Father's Day. Talbott Tie Co. has spec-
ially designed a tie for the Naval Post-
graduate School. It has a navy blue 
background and is covered by a small 
NPS seal repeating pattern. There will 
be a tie sale in early June. You can 
pre-order ties by calling one of the 
OSWC Ways and Means Chairmen : 
Kathy Reed 375-9817 or Joanne 
Rouse 372-8362. OSWC also has 
NPS seal cross-stitch kits available . 
When completed it is a beautiful keep-
sake of your tour in Monterey. 
For moms, OSWC has Bermuda bag 
kits on hand. The material is the same 
More information to follow. o as the Talbott Ties. 0 
THE OSWC IS THE OFFICIAL STUDENTS' WIVES CLUB OF THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
FOR THE WIVES OF ALL STUDENTS. In addition to sponsoring monthly activites such as luncheons, 
the Art Auction, etc., they also sponsor small group activities. Dues collected entitle you to members' 
discounts on classes, having your name printed in the OSWC Directory and the monthly issue of the 
Pink Flyer. Dues are $2 per quarter. You may pay for one quarter at a time or for the whole time you 
will be here. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send it with a check made out to OSWC 
to: Diane Kerr, 1180 Spruance Rd ., Monterey, CA 93940. Phone 649-0507, SMC #2918. 
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Curriculum Date of Graduation _ _ ___ _ 
Address ____________________ Length of Membership ____ _ 
Are you interested in Committee work? Amount enclosed $ ______ _____ _ 
Do you wish to have your name, husband's name and service, address and phone number included in 





New Kids On The Block 
by Robin Phares 
A daughter, Diana Elizabeth, 8 Ibs. 15 
ozs., born on October 12, 1984 to 
Jake and Kenwyn Schaffner. 
A son, James Matthew, 6 Ibs. 1 oz. , 
born on October 26, 1984 to Joe 
and Sherril l McLaughlin. 
A daughter, Katherine Mary, 8 Ibs. 10 
ozs. , born on January 18, 1985 to 
Kevin and Mary Johnson. 
A son, Adam Jason , 6 Ibs. 14 ozs., 
born on February 1, 1985 to Louise 
and John Snively. 
A daughter, Elizabeth Anne, 9 Ibs. 5 
ozs., born on February 9, 1985 to 
Michael and Eleanor Cramer. 
A daughter, Kristen Elizabeth, 7 Ibs. 
15 ozs. , born on February 15, 1985 
to Kurt and Fran Schulze. 
A son, Todd Stewart, 7 Ibs. 10 ozs., 
born on February 18, 1985 to Jim 
and Vicki Keys. 
A daughter, Margaret Elizabeth, 2 Ibs. 
8 ozs., born on February 21 , 1985 
to U . and Mrs. Archibald McKinlay 
VI. 
A son, Ryan William, 6 Ibs. 12 ozs., 
born on February 23, 1985 to Chris 
and Bill Fraser. 
A daughter, Devin Marie, 5 Ibs. 9 ozs., 
born on February 25, 1985 to Cor-
nell and Lauretta McKenzie. 
A son, Jason Thomas, 8 Ibs. 15 ozs., 
born on March 14, 1985 to Jim and 
Diane Trueblood. 
Cl\if.4J.:e1J 
GQOW WITH uS TO SIZE 14 
"The Greatest Children's Sto re 
In Town" 
TOYS . CLOTHING 
STROLLERS . HIGHCHAIRS 
CARS EATS • PlAY YARDS 
CRIBS . CHESTS . MATTRESSES 
910 S o . Main St . 780 Abrego 
Sali nas Monterey 
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OSWCNews 
A Fond Farewell And A Big Thank You! 
On March 1, OSWC and Classmate 
said farewell to Mrs. Lolita Shaw, our 
advisor for the past eighteen months. 
Lolita has advised and helped with 
every aspect of OSWC and Class-
mate. She has had to untangle us from 
many of our predicaments without re-
ceiving any thanks. There were many 
times when we thought that there were 
no solutions to problems, but we found 
out that Lolita always had one ready. 
But, what many of us will miss is her 
humor that was ever-present at each 
and every meeting. She always kept 
us laughing from the time of the fire in 
the basement of Herrmann Hall to the 
times when the old ghosts were paying 
us a visit in the Tower Room during 
our meetings. Thank you, very much, 
Mizz Shaw and if you get lonely I'm 
SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
TELL THEM YOU SAW 
THEIR AD IN 
THE CLASSMATE 
sure you have all the times and days ¥ l:f l:f ¥ l:f ¥ ¥ lJ. ¥ l:f ¥ 
of our meetings memorized. D 
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GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
CHRISTOPHER L. PALMA, D.D.S 
ORTHODONTICS 
335 Eldorado Street 
Monterey, California 93940 
Phone (408) 373-8484 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Suite 5-C 
Carmel , California 93923 




EPISCOPAL CHURCH ~. ISCOl>\I 
c huRCh 375-4463 
Mark Thomas Drive & Josselyn Canyon Rd. 
Monterey 
(A walk away fro m NPS) 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a. m. - Holy Communion 
9: 15 a. m. - Fa mily Service 
and Sunday School 
11 :00 a. m. - Divine W orship 
Nursery Care at bOlh the 9: 15 a. m . and 
11:00 a. m. Services 
Cat ho lic Worship . Evange lica l Teachings. 
and Apostolic Fellowsh ip 
A HELLO 
This is to welcome our new Advisor, 
Mrs. Helen Egerton, who will be joining 
Mrs. Marty Anderson in advising 
OSWC and Classmate. 
O.S.W.C. ACTIVITIES 
by Cyndy Garris 
The following is a list of courses 
sponsored through the OSWC. If you 
are interested in taking a course listed 
below, contact the instructor. If you are 
interested in teaching a course, con· 
tact Cyndy Garris (372-6424) SMC 
#2601. 
NEW CLASSES 
Country Coverlets - Susan 
Darabond (372·9238) . Anyone can 
learn this fast, easy technique for 
creating a soft, warm coverlet. No knit· 
ting or crocheting - just the beautiful 
results that resemble a hand·loomed 
coverlet. (Perfect project to work on 
while traveling , too!) Two two·hour 
classes. Members: $10; Non·mem-
bers: $12. 
Beginning Smocking - Beverly 
Johnston (649·6478) . Learn the basic 
smocking stitches and apply them to 
a project of your choice. Five two-hour 
classes . Members: $25; Non-mem-
bers: $30. 
UPDATED CLASSES 
Advanced Exercise Class - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806) 
Beginner's Floor Exercise - Lisa 
Hegland (735-5806) 
DELETED CLASSES 
Dance Aerobics for Children - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806) ; Louise Nelson 
(375-4770) 
Fabric-Lined Basket - Leslie Barton 
(646-8023) 
Stretch - Lisa Hegland (375-5806) 
CURRENT CLASSES 
Ancient Art of Marbling - Carol Blatt 
(375-6735) 
Beginner's Sampler Qui lting 
Class - Pat Webb (375-8125) 
Beginning Cake Decorating -
Cherie Whyms (373-6551) 
Ch ildren 's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799) 
Crochet - Robyn Phares (375-7853) 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickinson 
(375-2587) 
Exercise Class - Donna Staniec 
(373-6626) 
Folk Guitar - Muriel Anderson (899-
0752) 
OSWCNews 
Heirloom Sewing - Beverly Johnston 
(649-6478) 
Hula/Polynesian Dancing - LaVerne 
Howard (373-5301) 
Japanese Floral Art - Suzi Miller 
(372-4189) 
Jogging Clin ic (Beginners) - Cheryl 
Sandvigen (372-6579) 
Kimekomi - Marie Johnson (375-
3905) 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250) 
Net Darn ing Laces - Susan 
Darabond (372-9238) 
Piano - Kazuko Mockett (624-9596) 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671) 
Piano & Guitar - Karen Rigdon (649-
8752) 
Qui lted Wall Hanging - Harriett Mun-
dell (649-3914) . 
Scherenschnitte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Susan Darabond (372-
9238) 
Soft Sculpture Dolls - Linda Sigmon 
(375-6847) 
Stained Glass - Debra Lovelace 
(384-7991 ) 
Stencil ing - Faye Snyder (375-4802) 
Suzuki Violin & Vio la Lessons-
Mildred Kline (624-9541) 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3437) 
Tole Painting - Selma Moskowitz 
(373-5064) 
Traditions in Smocking - Beverly 
Johnston (649-6478) 
Trapunto Baskets - Pat Web (375-
8125) 
TUTORS 
English - Bettye Jackson (646-9986) 
Grades K-6 & Special Education -
Linda Williams (394-7125) 
Reading Tutoring - Gay O'Hara 
(375-9223) 
Tutoring - Jean Setzer (373,7840) 
ATTENTION OSWC MEMBERS! 
Did you receive your Membership 
Directory? Was your name, address, 
and phone number printed correctly? 
If the answer to either one of these 
questions is no, please contact one of 
the OSWC Membership Chairmen: 
Kathy Coffman 3735-4399 or Diane 
Kerr 649-0507. Also, please call if your 








Weapons/ ASW had their Annual 
Spring Fling last month. For the second 
year in a row the dinner-dance was 
held at the Pebble Beach Beach & Ten-
nis Club. It was a beautiful evening en-
joyed by over 100 people. The 
Weapons/ASW Curriculum Represen-
tative is Peggy Lewis . 
The Aero Engineering Curriculum 
had a curriculum-wide wives meeting 
in Ingersoll Hall. The Curriculum Of-
ficer, Capt. Bill Siegel, was the speaker 
for the evening. The wives who at-
tended were supplied with a lot of infor-
mation about their husbands' studies. 
The Aero Engineering Curriculum 
Representative is Susan Sestak. 0 
Classmate Correction 
Curriculum News Section 
Credit Due 
Naval Engineering - The note of hello 
written for the Naval Engineering Cur-
riculum was written by Joyce Glover, 
the Curriculum Representative prior to 
Sue Miller. Sue Miller's name and 
phone number were printed in the Dou-
ble Issue to give Curriculum wives the 
most updated information concerning 
"CR's". An apology to Joyce for omit-
ting her name. 
Correction 
Computer Science is a part of the Com-
puter Technology Curriculum. 
S 
Cmdr. Herbert Shaw 
Weapons Engineering Curricular Officer 
Meeting the responsibility of super-
vising the Weapons Engineering Cur-
ricula is Commander Herbert B. Shaw, 
III , "Buzz", the only pipe-smoking, 
white-haired Curricular Officer on base. 
He serves as Officer in Charge for 
about 200 students. A Surface Warfare 
Officer and NPS GRADUATE (EE), he 
is the Navy side of the combined milit-
ary/academic education team for NPS 
Weapons Programs. There are four 
Weapons Curricula: Weapons Sys-
tems Engineering, Weapons Systems 
Science, Nuclear Physics (weapons 
and effects) and Underwater Acous-
tics. 
Born in Keene, New Hampshire, this 
"Yankee" enjoys many activities. A 
skier since the age of 5, he admits that 
western skiing might be a bit better 
than eastern slopes but one must 
check frequently. Evenings will find 
him computering, enjoying amateur 
(ham) radio activities or both while in-
terfacing his microcomputer with ham 
radio. Yes, he even runs those un-
forgettable "patches" for ships at sea -
you know, the "I love you, OVER" ones! 
One of his most memorable experi-
ences while at NPS has been talking 
with Astronaut Owen Garriot aboard 
the Space Shuttle Columbia, via 
amateur radio . He sings in the NPS 
Christ the King Chapel chOir, and has 
performed in "Cramalot" and Interna-
tional Night. He is also active in many 
community affairs - offering his time to 
various organizations. 
He and your former advisor, Lolita 
L. Shaw, live in La Mesa with their 
children and a menagerie of pets. D 
Cmdr. Mike Anderson 
CompulerTechnology Curricular Officer 
The Computer Technology Curricu -
lar Office supports approximately 250 
students enrolled in the Computer Sys-
tems Management and the Computer 
Science Curricula. The Curricular Of-
ficer is CDR Mike Anderson and he is 
assisted by Mrs. Lyn Bartolini and Mrs. 
Vivian Britten. 
The Computer Systems Manage-
ment Curriculum is a 6-quarter pro-
gram which results in a Master of Sci-
ence Degree in Information Systems. 
The course of study involves course 
work from many disciplines which in-
clude: Computer Science, Manage-
ment, Information Systems, and Oper-
ations Research. The Curriculum is an 
excellent blend of all these subject 
areas and produces a graduate who is 
very capable of managing the most 
complex computer system which the 
Navy has. The student body has offi-
cers from all designators as well as the 
Marine Corps, Army, Coast Guard, 
DOD Civilians and a large number of 
Officers from the International Com-
munity. 
The Computer Science Curriculum 
is a 7-quarter program featuring course 
work in Computer SCience, Mathema-
tics, Operations Research, Electrical 
Engineering, and Information Sys-
tems. The Computer Science graduate 
possesses skills in both the software 
(computer programs) and the 
hardware (machinery) aspects of com-
puter technology. Like Computer Sys-
tems, Navy Officers from many desig-
nators are enrolled as well as officers 
from the Marine Corps, Army, and Air 
Force, as well as a large number of 
officers from other countries. 
• 
You can expect Computer Technol-
ogy students to be intimately familiar 
with "Big Blue", the campus IBM com-
puter as well as computers located in 
the Computer Science and Administra-
tive Science Laboratories. Although it 
may seem like they are being made 
into computer programmers, this is re-
ally not the case. Programming is a 
teaching tool to give the students an 
understanding of the "art". NPS does 
not produce programmers. Graduates 
of Computer Technology should never 
need to program during their payback 
tour, but should be grounded in the 
basics of the discipline so that they can 
apply what they know to whatever pro-
ject they are assigned. 
Contrary to popular belief, Computer 
Techology students don't always live 
in the Computer Center. A tradition in 
the curriculum is a quarterly graduation 
party. The most recent party was held 
at the La Mesa Community Center and 
was attended by 150 students and 
spouses who enjoyed an excellent din-
ner from "Weird Harolds" as well as 
liquid refreshment of their choice. In 
the past, the parties have rotated to 
the Club, Swimming Pool , and the 
backyard of the Curricular Officer. 
Aside from his duties as Curricular 
Officer and baseball umpire for the 
Monterey Recreational League, CDR 
Anderson enjoys photography as was 
demonstrated by his cover picture of 
the rocks of Pacific Grove Beach which 
appeared on the March/April edition of 
Classmate, as well as the current 
cover. CDR Anderson resides on the 
Postgraduate School grounds with his 
wife, Marty, one of the OSWC Ad-
visors, and his two children - Sean, 
17, and Michelle, 14, both of whom 
attend Monterey High School. 
CDR. Anderson also is a member of 
the MPUSD High School Study Com-
mittee. He is a member of the Parish 
Council of SI. Thomas Aquinas Catho-
lic Chapel. 0 
Eagles Eye Gallery 
Artist Of The Month 
by Rosemarie Manke 
Carole Blatt, currently president of 
the Military Wives' Art Association , will 
be "Artist of the Month" at Eagle's Eye 
Art Gallery the month of May. Married 
to Cdr. Bill Blatt, a Navy pilot, and the 
mother of two children , Carole has 
many interests in the field of art, but 
her favorites are watercolors, pastels, 
marbeling, etching and paper-making 
and embossing. Carole has been a 
teacher in many capacities and also a 
librarian. Carole's work may be seen 
during regular gallery hours: Monday 
thru Friday, 11 :30 to 3:00. And don't 
forget Mother's Day is coming - what 
could be a lovelier gift than an original 
painting from Eagle's Eye Gallery-
perhaps even one of Carole's! 
Eagle's Eye Gallery is located in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall , USNPS, 
Monterey. 0 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other 
specific groups. BankAmericard and MasterCharge are accepted for package store, evening food 
services and EI Prado Cocktail Lounge. 
Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 0700-1030 Monday through Friday. Breakfast 
for Essential Feeding is available in EI Prado from 0645 to 0745 Monday through Friday and on 
Saturday from 0800-1000. Dinner is available Monday through Thursday in EI Prado from 1730-2040 
and from 1730-2100 on Friday and Saturday. Dinner is also available on Sunday from 1730-2100. 
Lunch is available in EI Prado Monday through Friday 1100-1300; in the Trident from 1100-1330 
Monday through Friday, and in EI Rancho Cafeteria 1100-1315. Sunday Brunch is served from 
1000-1300. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details call Agnes Bomarito at 372-0875 between 0900-1630 
Monday through Friday. 
Remember to make reservations early and do let the Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot "E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bar accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 1000-1700 




Brownie Troop 2017 celebrates 
Arbor Day. 
On March 7, the Brownies of Troop 
2017 planted a tree donated by Tanaka 
Nursery, at the Firks residence in La 
Mesa. The Brownies were Lynn Alex-
ander, Bethy Bruce, Cara Grassi , Kim-
berly Yeargrain, Cathy Firks, Nathalie 
Yuen, Andrea Vonderscheer, Jennifer 
Knight, Mary Fletcher, Beth Grien-
inger, Jean Bolinger, Amy Daniels, 
Amanda Drifmeyer, Tara Peterson, 
and Al ice Kluever, along with Troop 
leaders Penny Bruce and Sue Firks. 
Arbor Day is celebrated in California 
on March 7 because it is Luther Bur-
bank's birthday and he was a native 
Californian. J. Sterling Morton, a news-
paper publisher began Arbor Day on 
April 10, 1872 in an effort to enrich the 
soil since trees conserve moisture in 
the soil. The state of Nebraska offered 
prizes that year to the groups and indi-
viduals who planted the most trees . On 
that first Arbor Day, over 1 million trees 
were planted in Nebraska. 
J. Sterling Morton said this during 
an Arbor Day speech in Washington , 
D.C.: "So every man, woman, and child 
who plants trees shall be able to say 
on coming as I come, toward the even· 
ing of life , in all sincerity and truth , ' If 
you seek my monument, look around 
you! '" 
The Brownies of Troop 2017 are to 
be thanked for making La Mesa a part 
of this holiday and making it more 






I DO-iT-YOURSELF ELECTRONiC HEADQUARTERU 
SAVINGS ON ALL ELECTRONIC NEEDS .. ~ 
1193-10TH STREET 375-3144 I MONTEREY (Nex t 10 N,P.S.) 
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International Message 
by Kenwyn Schaffner 
"Peace through Friendship" was the 
theme of the International Day celebra-
tion on April 13th, which transformed 
the area alongside of Root Hall into a 
bazaar of exotic sights, smells and 
sounds. Costumed hosts and hostess-
es from a score of countries served 
their native specialties from displays 
decorated with posters and artifacts 
from around the world . Pungent odors 
tickled nostrils unfamiliar with some 
particularly unusual and often spicy 
cuisine. Many well-traveled spectators 
savored the foods with a distinctly 
foreign flavor while countries such as 
Canada, offering more familiar fare, 
were also popular. Native folk music, 
both live and taped, lent a festive ring 
to the celebration. A few foreign lan-
guage students were overheard utiliz-
ing their fledgling skills in French, 
Spanish, German, Arabic and other 
languages. 
The multi-national festival proved to 
be a good forum for both renewing old 
acquaintances and for beginning new 
friendships. 
The International Day displays and 
the Filmfest occupied large crowds 
from 12:00 until 3:00. Then, there was 
a quick tear-down of displays and 
clean up of the area before the mad 
rush to prepare for International Night. 
The countries with a large number of 
students could delegate the respon-
sibilities for the Day and Night partici-
pation, but some countries , such as 
France, with only one family , had to 
move fast to make the 6:30 deadline 
for cast and stage crew. 
Along with the chorus on stage, a 
standing-room-only crowd sang "Let 
There Be Peace on Earth" to begin the 
International Night performance in the 
King Hall auditorium. The spirited audi-
ence enjoyed an evening of music, folk 
dance ensembles, and dramatic rendi-
tions from fourteen countries . Colorful 
and patriotic, the flag finale was a fitting 
conclusion to the annual multi-national 
show which has been a Naval Post-
graduate School tradition since the 
early sixties. 
Many people contributed their re-
sources and talents in a united effort 
which produced a successful Interna-
tional Day and Night celebration and 
fostered a greater spirit of friendliness 
and understanding among all who par-
ticipated. To all of those people and 
organizations: The faculty, staff, stu-
dents and their families, Officers' Stu-
dent Wives Club, and Officers' Club of 
the Naval Postgraduate School ; the 
participating faculty, staff and students 
of the Defense Language Institute; the 
Outdoor Recreation Office and Offic-
ers' Club of Fort Ord; La Mesa Boy 
Scout Troop 84; many elements of the 
Monterey business community and the 
local media - the International Com-
munity would like to say "Dankon, 
thank you, shoukran, obrigado, merci, 
gracias, vielen dank, efcharisto, terima 
kasih, todah, dank, komapsumnida, 
shagria, Xie Xie, kaub jahee, khdo-
khun khraub and tesekkur ederim!" 0 
* $200 Reimbursed at settlement * 
TRAVEL ON ME!' 
Navy wife serving military families. 
Complimentary Washington/Northern Virginia welcome kit. 
BETTY ORLOSKY 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800/336-0276 
EXT. 242 
' ort hern \ irJinia Hoard or Realt or!'> 
TOP PRODUCER 
MJLI.IO~ I)oLI.AR S \ I.E."; Cl.llll 




You Know You're Really 
A Mother When 
by Marie B. Johnson 
Happy Mothers Dayl Motherhood is 
a wonderful state. It's so wonderful that 
sometimes we tend to forget that 
there's more to the world than potty· 
training and peanut butter sandwiches. 
In fact, from the first hour on, most 
women have no doubts that they are 
experiencing the most interesting and 
frustrating state, ever. 
BUT, just in case you ever have any 
doubts, there are some sure·fire ways 
to know that you are REALLY a 
mother. What are they? 
WELL ... 
You know you 're really a mother 
when. 
· .. you pullout four "hospital" cards 
when checking in at the Presidio before 
you find yours. 
· . . you go out for lunch with a friend 
and neither of you can think of another 
topic besides teething. 
· .. you casually reach into your purse 
for your Visa card and pull out a pacifier 
instead. 
· .. you and your husband sneak off 
for a few minutes alone and when the 
door closes behind you, a little voice 
shrieks, "MOMMY!" 
You know you 're really a mother 
when ... 
· .. all the scissors in the house are 
safety scissors. 
· .. a toothpaste cap exists only as 
long as the tube is in the unopened 
box. 
· .. the preschool art work has over-
flowed the refrigerator and two kitchen 
walls. 
· .. the last book you read was The 
Cat in the Hat. 
· .. the last movie you saw was "The 
Care Bears Movie". 
You know you 're really a mother 
when . . . 
· .. you are ten minutes late for church 
because you had to change clothes 
five times; twice for you and three times 
for the baby. 
· .. you spend more time looking at 
clothes for kids in the Sears catalog 
than you do on anything else. 
· .. you meet a familiar face in Safeway 
and realize that you know each other 
only as "Billy's mother". 
You know you're really a mother 
when ... 
· .. the biggest item on the commis-
sary list is Pampers. 
· .. the biggest item in the entertain-
ment budget is babysitters. 
· .. the best time of the day is bedtime. 
You know you're really a mother 
when .. 
· .. A little face peeks around the door, 
a pair of little arms grabs you, and a 




New fit1£. of home decorati"9 fabrics aM trim 
Trwusnrufs of yards of fabric, hUJufreds of patt<ms 
10% Mi[ita.ry 
Discount 
San Carfo5 6tw. 5tll & 6tll 
Cannef-by- tfu-Sea 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Miry 
(408) 625-3704 
Shopper's Guide 
The May issue has a large offering of 
special discounts and coupons for the 
NPS Community. Welcome to NPS 
and Happy Shopping! 
Broadway Carpets 
Military Discount 
Children 's Bootery 
Military Discount & Balloon 
Come Fty A Kite 
50% Off Dragon Kite 
Days Inn 
Military Discount 
Favalora Chiropractic Clinic 
Free Exam with Ad 
The Great Escape .. . " Pacific High" 
Free Brochure 




Long and Foster Realty 
Free Consultation & Relocation Pckt. 
Monterey Cypress Stained Glass 
Free Estimates 





Precision Auto Parts 
Military Discount 
Quilting In The Courtyard 
10% Military Discount 
Realtors 
Helpful Advice to Major 
Military Communities 
Red Carpet Realty 
Free Gift Certificate 
Sizzler 
$2.00 Off Coupon 
Stage Coach Lodge 
Military Discount 
Classmate would like to welcome 
our new advertisers: Come Fly A Kite, 
Monterey Cypress Stained Glass, 
Monterey Moped Company, Sizzler, 
St. John's Episcopal Church, Surdi 's 
Two Guys From Italy, The Great Es-
cape ... "Pacific High". D 
• 
Age and Motherhood Don't Mix 
by Ashlie Counts-Jenkins 
Since the focus this month is on 
women and motherhood, I've done 
some musing about being a mother 
and have come to a conclusion: age 
and motherhood don't mix! 
The trend lately is to wait until you 
have your life in order, a career estab-
lished, or in a Navy wife's case, until 
your husband is home for a while, be-
fore giving birth. This generally means 
motherhood in the late twenties or 
early thirties. For the average mother, 
this also means dealing with the terri-
ble two's, three's, fou r's, etc. in the mid-
thirties. I can't help but believe that this 
is contrary to nature's plan. (Heck, I 
KNOW it is!) Getting up at age 30 + 
for the two o'clock feeding is murder. 
The old bod just doesn't wake up that 
easily. Coping with a one-year-old 
walking all over the place isn't as fun 
in your thirties as it was when you were 
twenty or so. The get-up-and-go you 
had at the age has got up and went! I 
can't help but think that Shakespeare 
really had the ages right of the two 
lovers in Romeo and Juliet. If every-
thing had gone right between the two, 
they would have been parents at 15 or 
16 and grown up with their children. 
Not a bad idea really. 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
./').,.., "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
715 Foam St. 
373-0482 Monterey 
33 Park Ave. 
Monterey, Ca lif. 
m~--CHIROPRACTIC - THE DRUG LESS & 
NON-SURGICAL TREATMENT OFTEN 
RESTORES HEALTH EVEN AFTER OTHER 
METHODS FAIL . .. 
DR. FAVALORA IS OFFERING A FREE EXAM 
WITH THIS AD. 
Of course, these days young moth-
erhood is not in vogue. Look at the 
stars, for example. (N01 the heavens, 
but the heavenly bodies.) Sure, it's 
O.K. for Farrah at her age to be a 
mother, but look at all the help she can 
afford - a nanny for the baby (certainly 
nice at old diaper time) , a cook (elimi-
nates maneuvering in the kitchen with 
a one-year-old hanging on your knee), 
and a maid (let her pick up a two-year-
old's mess ten times a day). Come to 
think of it, what every mother needs is 
a wife. You know, that hard-working 
person who cooks the meals, cleans 
the house, does the laundry and puts 
all the clothes away, runs errands 
when you're too busy to attend to the 
mundane matters of life, and in gen-
1400 De ' Mon te Boulevard. Seaside. CA 93955 
14081394·5335 OR 1·800·325·2525 
• 24 · lIour Rutaurant 
• lI andicllop Facilities 
• Special F..xecuth.t Suites 
• Conference/ Banquet Fuilitiu 
• Downtown Monteny - 10 I" inulu 
• Swimming Pool 
• Brach 2 Dlocks 
eral , just does the rotten and boring 
tasks involved in keeping a house and 
home running smoothly. 
Really, I don't mind being a mother 
at my venerable age. Why, by the time 
I'm in my fifties and sixties I may still 
be going to PTA meetings, rooting for 
a child at Little League, and have the 
honor of being the oldest room mother 
around! (What am I, nuts? Please dis-
regard the above, I just got carried 
away for a minute!) I do know that 
mothers of all ages will agree that 
motherhood is something that has to 
be experienced, you cannot relate to 
someone else all of the things involved. 
I salute all mothers of all ages 
everywhere on this Mother's Day! (Me 
included!) 0 
SPECIAL RATE FOR 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL $3900 Single 
(or Double) 
{j sr~y" I<iOS £AT fREE! 
°12 & under 
13 
FURNIT URE AN D PIANO REF INIS HING 
MILIT ARY CLAIMS 
& ESTIMATES 
T O UCH-UP & SPOT REPAIR 
GOlD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OlD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 
CLEANED & RESTORED 
2ffi{onten'JJ JJ!'urniture 
~e5toratio1t 
PICK ·UP & DEliVERY 
(408) 373-3030 
289 Dickman Avenue 






OAK FURNITURE FORTHE HOME & OFFICE 
231 17th St. • 372-6250 
DOWNTOWN PACIFIC GROVE 
Special Books for Special Families 
by Vickey Brown 
The Parent's Guide To Navy Life 
A Special Family 
A New Adventure 
by Mary Ann Hoffman and Filomena 
Sitler, Naval Institute Press; 115, 19, 
22 pages, repectively. 
Until recently, there has been little 
literature on the market to help the par-
ents and children of Navy families with 
the common and recurring situations 
that are an integral part of the military 
lifestyle. While there is a wealth of ma-
terial on parenting, the Navy family has 
been forced to make do, usually by trial 
and error, in coping with the emotional 
and physical stress caused by deploy-
ments and frequent transfers . At long 
last, there is help. The Parent's Guide 
To Navy Life, and the children's com-
panion books, A Special Family and A 
New Adventure not only fill the gap ig-
nored in other parenting resources, 
they are must reading for the informed 
Navy parent. 
This set of books is the result of six 
GRAND OPENING SALE 
We've JUST Moved To A Larger Location 
To Serve You Bener! 
SOLID OAK BOOKCASES FROM $99 
... UNDER SAME OWNERSHIP ... 
14 
COUNTRY FEVER ... CATCH IT! 
IRON & BRASS 
DAYBEDS 
from $249 
PINE, OAK, WICKER 
IRON & BRASS BEDS 
WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST 
PRICES IN NO. CALIFORNIA 
THE 
COUNTRY STORE 
618 Lighthouse Ave. DOWNTOWN 
Pacific Grove· 373-8049 
WICKER ROCKERS 
from $159 
years' work by the authors, Mary Ann 
Hoffman and Filomena Sitler, two Navy 
wives. Drawn from their own experi-
ences and those of hundreds of other 
Navy wives, as well as psychologists, 
physicians, social workers, and Navy 
family support personnel , they have 
gathered an impressive array of infor· 
mation and experience-tested advice 
for Navy parents within these volumes. 
So complete is their coverage of the 
challenges that affect Navy family life 
that these volumes have won the en-
dorsement of Dr. Ann O'Keefe, Head 
of the Navy Family Support Program. 
The Parent's Guide To Navy Life is 
the major work in the series. While only 
115 pages in length it is chock-full of 
ideas, advice, and resource listings of 
value to the Navy parent. Structurally 
the book is divided into three sections, 
each dealing with a different aspect of 
military life-style. The style of writing is 
consistently clear, down-to-earth, and, 
overall , enjoyable to read . The first two 
sections, which deal with separation 
and transfer, logically progress from 
preparation for these events, interim 
situations and ways to deal with them, 
and readjustment to the returning par-
ent or new community. The chapters 
within this section, which deal with 
children and parenting concerns , fol-
low the same logical progression be-
ginning with the emotional and physi-
cal needs of the very young and con-
tinuing through the states of develop-
ment to the older child . The latter sec-
tion of this volume.contains four appen-
dices on resources, including services 
and publications, available to the Navy 
Family. They include listings of military 
service programs and agencies, anno-
tated bibliographies of parenting and 
children 's books, as well as current list-
ings of Navy publications of value to 
family members. Published in 1981 , 
The Parent's Guide To Navy Life con-
tains the most complete and up-to-date 
material on the services available to 
Navy personnel and their families 
under one cover. 
Accompanying the Parent's Guide 
are two companion books for children, 
A Special Family and A New Adven-
ture. While targeted for two- to eight-
year-aids, they were written for parents 
to read to their children and are effec-
tive tools for discussing the reasons 
• 
Special Books, cont. 
and emotional reactions to cruise sep-
aration and moving. The books' style 
is similar to the principles of Active Lis-
tening espoused by Dr. Thomas Gor-
don, founder of Parents Effectiveness 
Training. According to Dr. Gordon, 
"When children encounter problems 
and want to share their troubles, they 
need parents to listen - not talk - to 
them ... Think of yourself as a mirror 
which reflects back (in you own words, 
of course) just exactly what your child 
is saying to you ." The books, used in 
conjuction with this technique, ease 
the situation by accepting the child 's 
feelings and go on to explore the reason 
and advantages of the Navy lifestyle. 
In A Special Family young Nathan 
is unhappy with the separation caused 
by his father's deployment. With his 
mother he accepts his sadness and 
gains understanding of the Navy's role 
in protecting the commercial lanes in 
concrete terms that he can under-
stand. In comparing the ship to a little 
town, Nathan's mother is able to help 
him understand where his father is and 
what he is doing. Most importantly, 
Nathan is assured that even though 
his father's job has taken him away, 
that he will return, and misses and 
loves his family as they miss him. 
Behind the cover of A New Adven-
ture is a very unhappy Miss Maddy who 
has just learned that her family must 
move again. Here too, with her father, 
the young girl explores the reasons for 
moving encompassing the advantages 
and disadvantages, while expressing 
and accepting her feelings. Maddy is 
reminded of old friends that she will 
see once again and the adventure of 
traveling to and learning about new 
places. 
Both of the children's books are soft-
cover, full-color publications, perfect 
for throwing into even the most crowd-
ed suitcases and frequent handling by 
young hands. The packaged set of the 
three books is available at the NPS 
Bookstore or from the Naval Institute 
Press, Annapolis, Maryland. While the 
books are specific in their references 
to the Navy this set of books and the 
wealth of information they contain 
would be of great value to any military 
family. 
About the Authors: 
Filomena Sitler served on the 
CLASSMA TE staff as Copy Editor and 
travel and feature writer from 1976 to 
1978. Her husband is LCDR Steven 
Sitler. They have a son Benjamin. Fil 
is currently working on her Masters in 
Journalism. 
Mary Ann Hoffman was a member 
of the CLASSMA TE staff in the 
capacities of photographer, ar1ist, and 
Adver1ising Director. 0 
MONTEREY DANCE WORKSHOP 
--ADULT CLASSES--
JAZZ- BALLET - AEROBICS 
PRE-NATAL/POST-PARTUM EXERCISE 
YOUTH DANCE PROGRAM 
PRE-SCHOOL CREATIVE DANCE · Age 2-5 
CHILDREN'S BALLET· Age 3-10 
CHILDREN'S JAIl - Age 6-12 
TEEN JAIl and BALLET · Age 9-14 
559 TYLER STREET - MONTEREY 
649-0698 
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Mother, How Did 
You Do It? 
by Caryn Mears 
Mother, how did you do it, 
hanging clothes in a Minnesota 
freeze , 
No automatic washer and dryer 
to make your life a breeze. 
Mother, how did you do it, 
sterilizing bottles every day, 
No plastic bottle liners 
to frivolously toss away? 
Mother, how did you do it, 
ironing every ruffle and flounce, 
No permanent press or fabric softener, 
the one that we call "Bounce"? 
Mother, how did you do it, 
managing two small children on the 
street, 
No back pack or front pack 
to assist your weary feet? 
Mother, how did you do it, 
cleaning grubby hands and faces , 
No Pampers or Handi-wipes 
for those awkward places? 
Mother, how did you do it, 
from early morn 'til set of sun, 
No Sesame Street or Disney Channel 
to provide us with some fun? 
With kindness, dear, I did it. 
With hope for children small. 
16 
. . . 
We all can manage what we must, 
For God's love can make us tall. 
With love and understanding, 
Our trials we learn to endure. 
The equipment best for motherhood 
Is PATIENCE to be sure! D 
Going away for the weekend or a 
couple of weeks may be nice for 
you but what about your pets. Off 
to a boarding kennel for a lonely 
wait to return home. The Pet 
Nanny offers you and your pets an 
alternative. I will take care of your 
pets in the comfort of your home. 
Feeding. exercising and giving 
them company, visiting them as 
often as you request. I'll even 
make your home look lived in 
while you're away. Your pets will 
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MOTHERHOOD 
by Debbie Schlecte 
Motherhood. Boy, did I think I knew 
all there was to know and do when 
someone mentioned that word. I'd 
helped care for my two infant cousins 
for the two years that I'd lived with my 
grandparents; I had tied shoelaces, 
wiped runny noses, cared for and dis-
ciplined countless numbers of students 
for seven years in the public schools. 
I was also a "mom" to two brothers 
while my parents worked swing shifts 
and two jobs. "Super Mom" was ready 
to take the world by storm. Well, after 
one year of motherhood, I've learned 
many lessons, some of them ... (sigh) 
... the hard way . 
No one ever told me I'd have a child 
who wanted to eat every three hours! 
Right? Babies sleep all the time . . . at 
least every baby I'd ever been around 
had. I sensed something was "differ-
ent" when Jennifer held her head up 
on my tummy only minutes after deliv-
ery and started looking around. "My 
my," said Dr. Mason, "she's a sturdy 
little thing." That was the beginning of 
"Super Mom's" downfall. 
Jennifer is a very curious child. Of 
her first seven and one half weeks on 
this earth, the most she slept all day 
and night was five hours. I had no idea 
that an eight pound baby had more 
endurance than a 27-year-old woman. 
All of my parenting literature said that 
babies slept 14·18 hours a day. I kept 
reading that over and over every day 
asking Jennifer when she planned to 
do that. 
Being the proud, educated, mother 
I was, I refused to let anyone help me 
at all. I got a two-day visit from my 
mother when Jennifer was a week old 
and I did all the cooking, cleaning, 
diaper changing, etc. Since I was home 
all day doing "nothing" dinners were a 
five course feast, and the phone never 
stopped ri nging. "Oh, Debbie, how's 
Jennifer?" ... "and by the way, could 
you play for the church this Sunday?" 
... "Joe Blow needs a substitute 
teacher" ... "Would you please do that 
music workshop for us next month. 
We've already had 20 people sign up 
for it. I knew you wouldn 't mind doing 
it again now that you're not teaching ." 
etc .... etc. And the house ... "You 
could eat off the floors and drink from 
the tOilets ," my friend Lois told 
everyone. How long could "Super 
Mom" survive on 2-5 hours sleep every 
day? Exactly three weeks and six days. 
One of my many visitors was kind 
enough to bring me pneumonia. I was 
flat on my back for two days, mainly 
from exhaustion. Slowly, "Super Mom" 
bounced back ignoring everyone's ad-
vice to take it easy. 
Then three weeks later, I was in a 
surgical chair, high on valium and de-
merol getting my wisdom teeth re-
moved. I refused pain medicine, being 
the stubborn "Tarheel" I am, so I could 
still feed my baby. 
The next day, my hubby came home 
to check on me during his break and 
he made the mistake of asking me how 
I was doing. He was the one who told 
me I had to go to the dentist, I thought 
to myself. He's the reason I'm black 
and blue from my eyes to my collar 
bone. He's the reason my mouth is 
swollen shut and it hurts to drink milk 
shakes. He's the reason I'm going to 
have to call my mother to help me out 
this weekend. "I want a divorce," I said 
blankly. Thank goodness, he knew I 
didn't really mean it! 
You'd think everything would be up-
hill from here, right? WRONG! Yes, 
Jennifer is a wonderful , haopy, alert 
baby who started sleeping through the 
night at eight weeks old. It was really 
a show-down to see who could last the 
longest. She's already won twice. 
Our first mistake was taking thirty 
days to "see the sights" moving cross-
country from North Carolina to Califor-
nia. It took from July 2 until February 
17 for Jennifer to sleep through the 
night again. I hated California and 
began to resent "Motherhood". My 
house was never straight. I was the 
mother who said, "I won't move any-
thing. Jennifer will just learn what she 
can and can't touch." Ha! What a joke 
that was. She started picking up all of 
my knick-knacks before the dust even 
settled on them (you know how long 
that is in housing). Slowly ... I moved 
all my beautiful brass and china knick-
knacks one table and shelf at a time. 
Fingerprints ... ugh! My daughter, 
the bongo player loves to tap, tap, rata-
tat tat on my glass-topped tables. See 
how naive and foolish I was? The 
things in her Tupperware drawer get 
slung from one end of the house to the 
other. The placemats, napkins and 
napkin rings decorate every doorway. 
The towels, dishcloths, and laundry are 
dragged br.hind "Baby Miss America" 
like a cloak until they are effortlessly 
dropped. Each accessible drawer is 
opened and Jennifer's hands go into 
"automatic pull-out". She never wants 
to play with her toys. It's always the 
plants, the electrical cords and plugs, 
the magazines, the silk flower arrange-
ments, and the toilet. I must have the 
most flushed toilet in La Mesa. Daddy 
had to mount a wicker basket high 
above the tank for the toilet paper when 
Jennifer was seven months old. I got 
tired of her playing unroll the toilet 
paper, see how much I can get into my 
mouth, and how much I can shred be-
fore Mommy misses me. 
2114 Del Monte Ave. 
Monterey. CA 93940 , 
(408) 372-9510 
Mealtime. "I don't like this or I've had 
enough ... b .. b .. blu ... " and she 
sprays me in the face. "Let's finger-
paint" ... and she turns her juice cup 
upside down. "What kind of sound will 
this make?" ... s .. s .. whew .. 
splat .. , on the floor goes lunch. Why 
did God give them such a cute smile? 
Why do they always smile after they 
do all these things? Motherhood .. . is 
it worth it? ... "Big girl, give Mama a 
kiss please?" She throws her arms 
around me and squeals with affection 
and delight. She does play and sing 
with me and smile at my jokes. We 
play "peek-a-boo" and "tag". She 
laughs, gurgles, and squeals the whole 
time. She hears Daddy's keys rattle as 
he opens the door coming home from 
school. She stops whatever she is 
doing and runs to greet Daddy and 
cleans out his pen and pencil pocket. 
She smiles, says "hey" and waves to 
just about anybody, especially gram-
mas or grampas. "What a doll ... wha\ 
a cutie" people say as Daddy and I 
beam with pride. You know, she does 
share her Cheerios and her cookies 
with me. She does bring me presents 
like a sock, a pillow, or a block. Daddy 
takes her out of the crib each morning; 
she runs to my side of the bed, pounds 
the mattress until I wake up and show 
signs of life, smiles and offers me her 
pacifier. You know, the next time I feel 
like putting my "Kid for Sale, Cheap' 
sign out in the front yard , I think I'll 
reread this first. 
cl ... Clang ... "Jennifer? ... NO! 
Put that down please." ... cl ... cl ... 
cllang .. . Better run! .. . 
Happy Mother's Day! D 
DEL MONTE 
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DEAR MOM 
by Pam Bonsper 
Dear Mom, 
It's been 19 years since you died. I 
was 19 then, so I've lived without you 
exactly as long as I lived with you. I 
have to tell you that things are different 
now. I've learned so much these past 
19 years . I wish you could be here and 
we could have a cup of coffee together. 
We never did that . I have a sixteen-
year-old son, Mom, and he's talking 
about colleges and what he wants to 
study. I think I'll ask him if he'll sit with 
me for awhile and have a cup of hot 
chocolate . (He doesn't drink coffee 
yet.) I'll ask him if everything's okay 
and if he knows how much I love him. 
Those were things you couldn 't do. 
I know you must have wanted to, but 
there was so much going on ... so 
many children, so much work. Be-
sides, Moms didn 't sit down with their 
kids then. It was hard to hug and say, 
"I love you". 
It's different now, Mom. The other 
day I saw a bumper sticker that said, 
"Have you hugged your kid today?". 
You see, there's what we call a new 
awareness, a different psychology 
these days. I'll bet you 'd like it once 
you got used to it. I never told you this 
but I yearned inside so many times for 
a hug. I wanted you not to be so busy 
so you could put your arms around me 
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and we could watch a show on T. V. I 
think I'll watch a movie tonight with 
Derek, my second son. By the way, 
he's almost 13. I'll put my arm around 
him so if he gets too tired he can snug-
gle against my shoulder and fall 
asleep. 
It's funny, but I didn't ever under-
stand why being a Mom was so dif-
ficult. As a child I felt as if you lived in 
some other world . You worried if we 
weren 't in on time; you were forever 
doing laundry; you were always telling 
us to pick something up; you got mad 
if we didn 't wear clean clothes to 
church. I knew I wouldn't be that way 
when I had kids. Last week both of my 
boys wore sweat-shirts to church. 
Church is much more casual now. 
Moms don't get all uptight if socks don't 
match and collars aren't starched. As 
a matter of fact, moms rarely iron any-
more. Can you believe that? They just 
don't put up with sprinkling and starch-
ing and ironing. The style is even 
wrinkly!! We've wised up. I'm sure you 
would love it if you were here. 
Nowadays we feel that looks aren't 
so important; it's more important if your 
child has a good self-image. All the 
experts agree, it's the only way to raise 
kids . They'll grow up to be mature, 
stable adults that way. 
We don't read Spock, anymore, 
Mom. Babies are listened to and fed 
when they're hungry. None of these 
four hour schedules anymore. Moms 
are much more relaxed. They nurse 
their babies at ball games and dinner 
parties and concerts. They're not em-
barrassed about their bodies anymore. 
They want their husbands with them 
when they have their babies .. . I 
mean they PLAN it. Not by mistake 
because the baby came too early. The 
Dads actually go to classes. Some-
times older children watch films on 
childbirth and are allowed to be present 
for the delivery. Times have really 
changed. 
I wish you were still alive to enjoy 
this new age. We have so many con-
veniences that you didn't have. Bottles 
that don 't have to be held up, diapers 
that you throwaway, instant birthday 
parties at pizza parlors. We also have 
child care centers to make it easier for 
women to pursue their careers. None 
of this staying home with the kids all 
day. I'll bet you would have enjoyed 
going back to school. 
Times are so different. I've learned 
so much and have had so many 
breaks. I just wish you could be here 
to talk about it. 
Well, Mom, I could go on and on, 
but it's getting late. I promised my boss 
an increase in sales this month and 
I've got to send out fifty letters tonight. 
Which reminds me ... Dane left for 
work and I forgot to have that cup of 
chocolate with him. Derek just told me 
he'd rather go to his friend's house and 
watch a movie on his VCR than watch 
one here with me. I guess that's just 
as well since I just HAVE to get those 
letters done. Something's wrong with 
our computer so I'll have to type them 
on our old typewriter. But oh gosh, the 
cassette ribbon is almost out and I for-
got to get a new one. Today was so 
hectic ... seems like I'm always be-
hind. The laundry is piling up and the 
lint filter broke on the machine so I took 
a load to the laundromat and left a 
folded pile of clothes there. I think it 
may have been a Freudian slip, but the 
boys' sweatshirts were in that pile . (I 
will admit they looked awfully sloppy 
in church.) Besides that ... it was my 
day at the Art Co-op and I forgot to 
switch a painting. Which wouldn't have 
mattered except that the man who 
came in for the painting took the wrong 
one out. And it's Dane's birthday to-
morrow and he's too old for instant bal-
loons and clown cupcakes . I sure wish 
I knew how to make that delicious white 
cake you used to make for our birth-
days. 
Times sure have changed ... but 
reading back over this letter and think-
ing back over my day, I realize that 
things aren't so different after all. 
Moms are still faced with daily frustra-
tions and too much to do. Attitudes may 
have changed towards some things, 
but basically I think we're still all just 
fumbling around looking for the an-
swers as we've always done. Conveni-
ences sometimes seem to complicate , 
easy solutions to confuse. And then 
there's that bumper sticker that re-
minds us of the importance of taking 
the time for something as basic as a 
hug. 
I think you did a super job, Mom. In 
spite of the fact that 19 years have 
elapsed since talking to you, I still feel 
so close to you . The hugs were 
there ... the clean clothes did give me 
a sense of positive self-esteem . .. the 
energy that went into your full-time job 
of mothering has paid off. I just hope 
I can be half the great Mom you were . 
By the way ... Have I told you I love 




Grow Your Own Pineapple 
by Emilie Gahnstrom 
Don't throw that pineapple top away 
after you finish eating the fruit! You can 
grow your own with a little effort and a 
lot of patience. 
To start: twist leafy top off fresh 
pineapple, then from the bottom, pull 
off about 1 '/2' of the leaves. Set top 
in a glass jar or cup and add water to 
just cover half of the area where the 
leaves were pulled off. Use toothpicks 
if top doesn't sit up straight or falls in 
the water too deeply. Keep the water 
level constant and set in a sunny area. 
Roots will appear in a few days to a 
week. 
To plant: after roots are a couple of 
inches long, plant rooted pineapple in 
a large enough container to leave room 
to grow for about a year. Water 
whenever soil dries out and fertilize 
once a month in spring and summer, 
every six weeks in fall and winter. Keep 
in shaded area where plant will get 2 
to 3 hours of afternoon sun. Full sun 
will burn the leaves. After a year of 
growth transplant to a 10 gallon con-
tainer. 
Sometime after two years of growth, 
it should begin producing its first fruit. 
Good luck! D 
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A HOME AT LAST 
by Caryn Mears 
Having been adopted by loving par-
ents at the age of three, Connie 
thought she had finally found a "real 
home". However, life dealt some harsh 
blows to this frail little girl. 
At the age of five, her adoptive 
mother died of leukemia, and Connie's 
dream was shattered. Her adoptive 
father, a traveling salesman, arranged 
for the inquisitive kindergartener to live 
temporarily with another family . This 
temporary arrangement lasted many 
years. 
When in her teens, Connie's father 
remarried. This too turned out to be 
only temporary, as the new wife be-
came the epitomy of the wicked step-
mother. Escaping her unhappy home, 
Connie married young, and a year later 
I was born. 
As a baby, I presented mom with 
innumerable medical problems. She 
managed with a great deal of self-con-
fidence and stamina. She didn't have 
a mother to call upon when her new 
baby wailed through the night. She 
didn't have a mother to offer guidance 
and sound advice. Mom did the best 
she could and learned to deal with 
each new phase of her life. 
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My memory is jarred to that new 
phase in my own life. It was Mother's 
Day, 1981, and there I stood holding 
my ten-day-old baby, I was a WEST-
PAC widow, and as the tears streamed 
down my cheeks, I blubbered, "I have 
a bachelor's degree in child education, 
but I don't know what to do with this 
baby." Mom recognized the post-par-
tum blues and st.epped in. 
"A baby won't break," she said as 
she vigorously bathed and dried little 
Mollie Ann. "A baby thrives on routine," 
she cooed as she coaxed our stubborn 
burper to produce, "A baby knows only 
love," and she nestled our little cuddler 
close to her heart. "She's so healthy 
and beautiful , what a precious bundle 
God has given you!" 
Truly, mom was showing me the thrill 
of motherhood through a grandma's 
eyes l Her understanding and guidance 
during those early days provided me 
with the courage that I needed on that 
memorable first Mother's Day. 
Now as I pick up the telephone to 
ask mom how high I can let this temper-
ature of Merrie Lee's go, or how do we 
get rid of the persistant diarrhea, I feel 
as if I'm playing a game of Trivial Pur-
suit! Yet mom seems to know the rules 
and patiently reads off her answer 
cards , Her calmness has soothed me 
through the motherhood playing board. 
To have someone who has played the 
game so well as my personal guide 
makes me feel secure. 
To think mom didn't have that per-
sonal guide when she was a new 
mother. She didn't really have a 
mother, The biological one exists, of 
course, as well as the foster mothers 
and the stepmothers, but none pro-
vided that special relationship with a 
woman so many of us share with our 
mothers. 
Her strength and determination to 
create that relationship with me gives 
me a feeling that I've been blessed with 
not just a mother, but a super mom. 
The bright red 'S' on her leotard stands 
for more than super. Underneath her 
cool , calm, collected blue suit is a shar-
ing, sensible, secure and satisfied 
woman. Her cape is spread with 
warmth and understanding providing 
her brood with a nest that is finally "her 
home". D 
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La Mesa Women's Bible Study 
Every Thursday morning there is an 
unmistakable hum around La Mesa 
as women emerge from their homes, 
take their children to child care homes 
and meet to study God's word. Each 
morning is a refreshing and exciting 
time as women share in prayer, fellow-
ship and study. La Mesa Women 's 
Bible Study is interdenominational and 
open to all women of the NPS commu-
nity. Our purpose is to encourage par-
ticipating women in spiritual growth 
and commitment by offering Bible 
studies relevant to their needs. 
The eight studies currently in prog-
ress until June 6 are: Ephesians, Living 
in God's Household ; How to be the 
Wife of a Happy Husband; Mastering 
Motherhood; Principles from the Book 
of Exodus for Dry Disciples; Ruth and 
Esther; A Woman 's Workshop on 
Philippians; Beloved Unbeliever; and 
What Happens When Women Pray. 
There is no time like the present-
for further information or to register fo·( 
a study, please call Tricia Marshall , 
372-8250. We meet Thursday morn-
ings, 9:30 to 11 :30, and child care is 
available. 
Upcoming events include a special 
summer brunch on July 18th, and the 
commencement of summer Bible 
study sessions on August 1 st. We 
hope you will join us! 0 
IN OUR MIDST: 
MISS SYLVIA ... 
by Debbie Schlechte 
Imagine a room filled with smiles and 
laughter; caring , sharing, concern, 
happiness, hugs, and love. You are 
probably at the Good News Club with 
Miss Sylvia on a Thursday morning. 
"What makes the Good News Club so 
special?" you may ask. One thing is 
Miss Sylvia herself. I had heard many 
nice things about this lady and after 
talking to her, I have come to admire 
her. Listening to her, one would never 
think she was 71 years old. Her experi-
ences have definitely given her much 
wisdom to guide her in her work with 
children, and her love for them has 
given her the energy. Can you imagine 
working with 25-30 three- to five-year-
olds at 71 years of age once a week? 
Insanity comes to mind first, and yet I 
think of love, concern , and dedication. 
Miss Sylvia is no stranger to the mili-
tary either. Her father was a supply 
officer in the army. That's how she 
came to settle in Pacific Grove. Her 
father was stationed at DLI in 1922 and 
they had friends who attended First 
Baptist Church. That friendship was 
enough to bring her family back to 
Pacific Grove when her father retired 
in 1931 . 
Miss Sylvia was born in 1919 at Fort 
Darden, the eldest of four children. 
From there they were stationed at 
Angel Island and then the Phillipines. 
They had orders to leave the Phil-
lipines when the war broke out, so her 
mother sold all their furniture. Then 
they got orders to stay so her mother 
had to buy it all back, and wouldn 't you 
know it, she had to buy it for more than 
she had sold it. In Japan the family 
lived aboard ship because their hotel 
had no heat. From there they were 
stationed in San Francisco, San Diego, 
and Fort Rosecrans. In 1928, they had 
the privilege to live in Custer's house 
in Ft. Barley, Kansas. This is where 
she saw her first snow. In 1929, they 
moved to Hawaii and then they moved 
to New Orleans. 
Here's a travel story for you. They 
went through the Panama Canal to 
New York and then got on a train to 
New Orleans. Their next tour led them 
to Ft. Sheraton, Illinois and this time 
they traveled in their Model T Ford. 
Miss Sylvia remembers having to stop 
in Nashville, Tenn. because of a bliz-
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zard. They had to buy boots and blan-
kets to keep warm. There were no 
heaters in cars back then. In 1931 , they 
moved back to Pacific Grove on her 
mother's birthday. It's the only time her 
mother didn't get a birthday cake, she 
said. They paid $3,000 for their house. 
Can you believe that? 
In 1933, Miss Sylvia graduated from 
Pacific Grove High School. The de-
pression made finding a job difficult so 
she baby-sat , cleaned houses, and 
then worked in a dime store. 1941 
brought a job as church secretary and 
she worked there as a Sunday School 
teacher and was a counselor for sum-
mer camp. In 1946 she figured out that 
that was supposed to be her vacation. 
Some vacation, huh? Her vacation that 
year was attending a child evangelism 
conference at Mt. Herman. She didn 't 
know what it was but she thought she 
should go since she taught children in 
her church. This is where Miss Sylvia 
says she learned to lead children to 
God. In 1947, she decided to attend 
the child evangelism institute in Santa 
Monica. That's when Miss Sylvia 
began teaching a Good News Club. 
Miss Sylvia has worked in Oregon and 
Alaska through her fellowship with 
child evangel ism. Her experiences 
here are many. In 1966, she developed 
cancer and came home to go to Stan-
ford Medical Center. 
In 1969, Miss Sylvia started teaching 
the pre-schoolers in La Mesa and also 
started a Good News Club at DLI . She 
also led children's church at DLI for ten 
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years, for which the Presidio gave her 
a commendation. 
Miss Sylvia has been working with 
children since 1932 and she still has 
found time to do other things. She has 
driven the Alcon Highway four times 
with her little dog, Sundi. She 
crocheted 17 tube dolls this past year 
to send to the Navajo children in 
Arizona. I asked her what she did in 
her spare time. She smiled and said, 
"I read a lot. " She also has a spoon 
collection. Two unusual ones I spotted 
were from the old Del Monte Hotel , and 
she had five sterling spoons from the 
Territory of Alaska. 
About this time, her cat, "Little One", 
jumped up on the table. Miss Sylvia 
said "Little One" just wandered in her 
house one day and adopted her. That 
cat knew it had found a home there 
when it could find no other. 
O. What excites you most about work-
ing with children? 
A. They believe so easily everything 
you tell them and they are so respon-
sive. That's why you should be truthful 
with them. 
O. What made you decide to give your 
time to children? 
A. They are the future of our country 
and of our church. 
O. Do you consider yourself a mother 
or grandmother figure? 
A. (Laughter) Probably a great-grand-
mother. Sometimes, I don 't feel like I'm 
71 years old though. 
O. What goals do you have for the 
children you work with? 
A. The main goal is for them to have 
an opportunity to hear God's word. I 
try to tell them to obey their parents 
and then they will obey God. I tell them 
that God died for their sins as well as 
for adults' and that he will forgive them. 
I try to teach them to live a Christian life. 
O. Have you seen a lot of changes in 
children over the years working with 
them? 
A. (Emphatically) Yes. Children today 
know..,too much too young. Television 
and movies harm them. They aren't 
given time to enjoy a happy-go-lucky 
childhood. They are pushed into the 
things of the world too soon! 
O. What is your biggest concern for 
children and their parents? 
A. Deterioration of family life. Children 
need two parents to love and care for 
them. It's [broken homes] not just hap-
pening to non-believers but to Christ-
ians too. Children are getting into drugs 
and alcohol at an early age. Children 
are left alone to get into ''whatever'' be-
cause their parents don't care enough 
about them. 
O. What is your most memorable ex-
perience? 
A. Oh, boy. I've had so many of them. 
I think the way the Lord has protected 
me. I believe the Lord had a purpose 
for me because as a baby I pulled a 
kerosene lamp off a table and it didn't 
explode. I almost fell overboard going 
to the Phillippines and I was healed 
after my cancer operation eighteen 
years ago when many people who had 
the same operation died. 
O. What words of wisdom would you 
give to mothers of today? 
A. Take time with your children. Love 
them and tell them you love them. Par-
ents are so busy with other things and 
children grow up so fast. Be a hugging, 
loving, and kissing family. 
Miss Sylvia, you are truly an inspira-
tion . Thank you for loving our children. 
o 
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IN OUR MIDST: RUTH COOK 
Since Mother's Day is May 12th, 
what better person to interview for this 
column than Ruth Cook, the Chaplain's 
wi fe! Ruth , the oldest of five children 
(one brother, three Sisters), was born 
in Grandview, Washington. Her father 
is a Methodist minister, now in Japan 
on missionary work. Ruth moved quite 
a bit while she was growing up, mostly 
around Washington state. She went to 
high school in Anacortes, graduated 
and worked for a year and met Dean 
Cook, who at that time was enlisted in 
the Navy. 
The Cooks met when Dean, sta-
tioned at Oak Harbor, was visiting 
churches and came to the church where 
Ruth's father was pastoring. Unfortun-
ately, he started going with another girl , 
but saw the error of his ways and Ruth 
and Dean became engaged. She went 
to college for a year while Dean 
finished his enlistment. They got mar-
ried and Ruth went to college part-time 
for about a year. Then their first son 
was born and she ended up working 
as a secretary to put Dean through 
school. The fi rst six years they were 
married, Dean was a student (three 
years of college and three of seminary) 
and as Ruth says, "I really identify with 
student wives." They also had three of 
their four sons during this time. Under-
standably, Ruth described their early 
married life as happy but hectic. It is 
plain to see that the succeeding years 
of their marriage have been happy as 
well , for they will be celebrating their 
twenly-fifth wedding anniversary this 
month. 
After graduation from seminary, 
Ruth was somewhat hesitant about 
Dean's decision to go back into the 
Navy, since she really hadn 't been ex-
posed to military life. But as she says, 
"from the time we came in, really, I've 
been very happy." Most of their duty 
stations have been brief, two years or 
less, except for their stay here, which 
has been for four years. They have 
been in San Diego, Long Beach, Mem-
by Ashlie Counts-Jenkins 
phis, Hawaii , postgraduate school at 
seminary in Kentucky, Norfolk, Quan-
tico, then an unaccompanied tour in 
Alaska when Ruth and the boys stayed 
in Kentucky, and on to Monterey. 
The Cooks are scheduled to leave 
the Naval Postgraduate School this 
June and are headed for Hawaii, for 
perhaps their last duty. They have a 
home in Wilmore, Kentucky to which 
they plan to retire. The seminary that 
the Chaplain attended is there, as well 
as the college from which their first son 
graduated. Their second son is due to 
graduate from the same school in De-
cember and their third son attended 
the college for one year before trans-
ferring to South Carolina and NROTC. 
The Cooks' youngest son is still at 
home. 
Since the Cooks have been 
stationed here, Ruth has been involved 
in the La Mesa Bible Studies, sings in 
the choir, accompanies some of the 
groups on the piano, and helps out in 
different areas when needed. Although 
Ruth says she's not a very adventure-
some person, she would like to be able 
to have unlimited travel despite all the 
Navy moves. She very graciously in-
cluded Dean in her travel plans, and 
hopes that after retirement they might 
be able to fulfill her wish. 
Ruth , like all Navy wives and 
mothers, has had a varied and interest-
ing life thus far and hopes for more of 
the same in the future. I hope her 
wishes come true! 0 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. - NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA? 
ConiaCI RUTH MONAHAN, for personalized counsel ing and your Free "Welcome 10 
Washington" housing packel conlaining infonmalion·of Out-
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Stormx=~WI~e~a~th~e~r= 
by Ann Malokas 
It has finally happened. I have been 
mommied into oblivion. Yesterday a 
friend called me 'by name, and I didn 't 
have the slightest hunch she was talk-
ing to me. 
I suppose I should have seen it com-
ing; it was one of the "watch out what 
you're wishing for, you just might get 
it" situations. 
My otherwise verbose number one 
son took nearly three years to spit out 
the favored title. (In those na"ive 
mommy days I wasn't aware of a tod-
dler's inborn ability to figure out for cer-
tain sure what would drive a parent 
bananas.) 
Ten years and two more children 
later, I often think if I hear 
"Mmmooommmyy ... " one more time 
I'm going to go smack out of my mind. 
The "Mmmooommmmyyy ... " kind 
of mommy that means come quickly, 
blood, fire. That's not what I mean. Nor 
do I mean the "Mmoommmyyy ... " 
that goes before "Thanks for buying 
me new sweat pants." "Your dress 
looks pretty." "This dinner is yummy." 
I love their whispered (or yelled) sweet 
somethings. 
No. I'm talking about the 
"Mmmooommmyyy ... " that might 
occur 47 times in a five-minute period 
and could be anything from an earth-
shattering preschool discovery to a 
progress report on the garbage truck 
coming down the street. 
Usually, though, it simply means the 
children want to be sure they have my 
constant attention even at times when 
my attention is not meant to be 
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shared - perhaps especially at those 
times. 
While I am scrubbing bathroom tiles 
with a toothbrush, I can be enthusiastic 
(or fake it) when I hear, "Mmooom-
mmyyy, the sky is blue. Mmoom-
mmyyy, the peanut butter jar is open. 
Mmoommmyyy, last week Jennifer 
threw my doll over the fence. Mmoom-
mmyyy, she really did. Mmoommmyyy, 
there is a bug outside." 
I don 't mind when I am reading Cin-
derella, and my audience interrupts 
with, "Mmoommmyyy, why can't we 
have chocolate ice cream for break-
fast? Mmoommmyyy, Tony always 
takes my baseball. Mmoommmyyy, 
can I wear my Super Girl costume?" 
I am not entirely put off later in the 
day when I am continually distracted 
with "Mmoommmyyy, will you find my 
purple crayon? Mmoommmyyy, I can 't 
open the door. Mmoommmyyy, there's 
no more toilet paper. Mmoommmyyy, 
I thought those eggs were hard-
boiled." 
But I start to feel put upon when I 
am in the shower, and I hear, "Mmoom-
mmyyy, tie my shoe. Mmoommmyyy, 
can I have may allowance? Mmoom-
mmyyy, I need an empty tomato juice 
can in five minutes, the one I forgot to 
tell you about last week. Mmoom-
mmyyy, I really do. Mmoommmyyy, 
hurry." 
It really gets to me when the child-
ren's father is two feet away from them, 
and they yell to the other side of the 
house, "Mmoommmyyy, push my chair 
in. Mmoommmyyy, you have to un-
tangle the swing. Mmoommmyyy, right 
now," 
I am absolutely astounded that they 
can 't hear me call them for dinner when 
they are in the park, but they can hear 
the bathroom door lock. "Mmoom-
mmyyy, I need you. Mmoommmyyy, 
how much longer?" 
After a day at the amusement park 
(or the zoo or the shopping mall) when 
I have done nothing but provide for the 
children's pleasure and enjoyment, it 
drives me wild to finally sit down and 
be attacked by a fresh set of demands 
along with the usual pertinent trivia. 
"Mmoommmyyy, can you make us 
some orange juice? Mmoommmyyy, 
how come you never buy potato chips? 
Mmoommmyyy, P.J. just dumped my 
Legos." 
Whenever I have an unbearable 
headache (or the 24-hour bug or termi-
nal fatigue), and I beg the children to 
please, please, let me rest for a short 
time, please, they discover new crises. 
"Mmoommmyyy, I can't find my 
baseball glove. Mmoommmyyy, my 
bike got caught in the bushes. 
Mmoommmyyy , Tony took my chalk. 
Mmoommmyyy, can we finger paint? 
Mmoommmyyy, why are you holding 
your head like that?" 
Once I pleaded in my sweetest nice-
mommy-voice that I have this mean 
old checkbook to balance, and 
wouldn't they go to their rooms for just 
fifteen minutes, just fifteen minutes, 
only fifteen minutes, and let me think. 
Even as my voice broke, they were 
devising emergency bulletins that were 
big time concentration killers. 
"Mmoommmyyy, P.J. is on top of 
Daddy's high cabinet. Mmoommmyyy, 
Erin took a cookie without asking. 
Mmoommmyyy, can I have one too? 
Mmoommmyyy, can we go to the 
movies on Saturday? Mmoommmyyy, 
how many months to my birthday?" 
The straight scoop got me nowhere. 
I tried to sit the chi ldren down and spell 
it out for them. I had spent the entire 
day taking care of them and the house, 
which , to my way of thinking, made it 
quite reasonable for me to take a few 
minutes to myself. If they would be so 
considerate, I explained, as to let me 
read the newspaper without interrup-
tion and without anyone climbing on 
me and wrinkling Dear Abby, I would 
be in such a joyous frame of mind that 
I would be a much better mother and 
open for all kinds of requests like sec-
onds on dessert, higher allowances, 
later bedtimes. 
They seemed to understand. They 
just never dreamed that my ban on 
bugging me meant the big stuff as well. 
"Mmoommmyyy, I dug up a worm. 
Mmoommmyyy, I need the scotch 
tape. Mmoommmyyy, what time will 
Daddy be home? Mmoommmyyy, P.J. 
is bothering you ." 
Ignoring them seemed to be the only 
way. Hah! I made no response to 
"Mmoommmyyy, my necklace broke, 
and there are beads all over the floor. 
Mmoommmyyy, Stephen's mother 
said he could spend the night. 
Mmoommmyyy, can I go barefoot in 
the snow? Mmoommmyyy, Michele 
said she'd never babysit again." The 
breaking point : "Mmoommmyyy, 
there's grape juice all overthe kitchen." 
A mommy who is trying to get grape 
gunk off floors, cupboards, even the 
insides of drawers is obviously out of 
her self-imposed stupor and ripe for a 
new onslaught. "Mmoommmyyy, 
there's a wasp nest in the garage. 
Mmoommmyyy, will they sting me? 
Mmoommmyyy, I'm hungry." 
I fully expect one day to hear, 
"Mmoommmyyy, the men in funny 
white coats are here to take you away." 
I've been told this doesn't go on 
forever. The time will come when the 
house is quiet. My time will be my own. 
There will be no "Mmoommmyyy" to 
interrupt my meals, my thoughts, my 
every hour. 
And, I do believe I'm going to miss it! 
o 
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NCGA Two Man Golf Championship. Spyglass Hill , Pebble 
Beach. 649-8500. 
Monterey National Rugby Tournament. Collins Polo Field, 
Pebble Beach. 649-8500. 
INSA Camel GT Car Races. Laguna Seca Raceway, 
SCRAMP, 373-1811 . 
Scout-o-Rama. Monterey Fairgrounds and Exposition Park. 
373-3366. 
Del Monte Kennel Club Dog Show. The Lodge at Pebble 
Beach. 649-8500. 
Cannery Row Reunion. Cannery Row Foundation, 
375-3882. 
The Great Monterey Squid Festival. Monterey Fairgrounds 
and Exposition Park. Kiwanis Club of Monterey, 649-6544. 
LA MESA 1<1D5 
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When you move back to your !;aome country, 
chances are you' ll need appliances that work on 
220 volt, 50 cycle current. And if you want to get 
the best quality, the best selection, and the best 
price, then you should buy them right here in the 
U.S. at Aris Export Company. 
We have eveythlng you'll need including refrigerators, washers, dryers, TV's, 
VCR's, stereos, microwaves, and a full line of small appliances direct from 
leading manufacturers like: G.E., Amana, Maytag, Sony, Akai, Sansui, Sharp, 
Aiwa, Hoover, Philips, Hitachi, and more. 
Also available : 110/220 volt multi system TV's, VCR's, and stereos thai can 
be used in the U.S. and overseas. This is Ideal for those of you who will be here 
for a short time and need something that you can use here and be able to, take 
home with you when you 're ready to leave. 
We Carry a Full Line of Transformers 
Crating and Shipping Services Worldwide 
ARIS EXPORT CO., INC. 
1501 Vermont Street (At Army) 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107 
(415)550·6605 
220 volt. 50 cycle appliances 
at the best price in town. 
THE RESTORATION STATION 
Antique Restoration. Commercial & Residential 





What is etiquette? According to 
Webster, it is "the forms , manners, and 
ceremonies established by convention 
as acceptable or required in social re-
lations, in a profession, or in official 
life ; the rules of decorum." Propriety 
and good taste in behavior, speech, 
dress, manners, etc. are the rules of 
the game of life - the rules you ob-
serve in your daily living with your fel-
low man. 
Good manners also mean kindness 
to others, respect for the other person 's 
feelings , an acknowledgment of right 
and wrong, an awareness of some-
one - ANYONE - whom you meet in 
a hallway, on the street, or at a party . 
Good manners mean the considera-
tion you grant someone as a person, 
not because he is important or of high 
rank, but because he is a human being. 
George Bernard Shaw expressed it 
this way: "The great secret .. . is not 
having bad manners or good manners 
or any other particular set of manners, 
but having the same manner for all 
human souls ... " 
Your appearance is the most im-
mediate and important factor in creat-
ing the impression you wish to make. 
A good first appearance depends to a 
great extent upon your personal 
grooming. it is impossible to foresee 
which day, which hour, may be that 
most important event, or what casual 
meeting may lead to your being ac-
cepted , or refused by a person of value 
to your career. 
I am sure that most of you basically 
want to be thought of as chic and well-
dressed. To achieve that takes a lot of 
effort and thought; it does not just hap-
pen. Of course , the more it looks as if 
it has come about naturally, the more 
successful you have been. 
There are two requirements which 
are undeniably essential to an attrac-
tive appearance - cleanliness and 
neatness. Personal hygiene - keeping 
yourself clean and fresh - is too obvi-
ous a necessity on which to waste 
words. Neatness goes hand·in-hand 
with cleanliness. Remember, it does 
not matter what you wear, as long as 
it fits you , is right for the occasion, and 
is clean and neat. 
Make-up is designed to enhance 
• 
your looks, not to disguise them. It is 
a real art to put on make-up correctly 
and it is well worth the effort. Study the 
tips in fashion magazines, learn from 
friends who apply their make-up well , 
or consult an expert. 
The preceding art icle is entirely di-
rect quotes and information from the 
following references: Service 
Etiquette, The Emily Post Book of 
Etiquette for Young People, and Amy 
Vanderbuilt's New Complete Book of 
Etiquette. D 
@J FIRST SOUTHERN ~ BAPTIST CHURCH . of the 
Monterey Peninsula 
Sunday Bible Study 9:30 am 
Warship 8:15 a .m. 11 a.m ., and 7 p.m. 
Wednesday Prayer Meeting and 
Children's Activities 7 pm. 
- Nursery Care at a ll Services -
We Welcome 




Pastor Dan Coker 
Trivia Trap 
by Emil ie Gahnstrom 
.; Monterey Fairground and Exposition 
Park special event 24-hour informa-
tion, phone 372-1000. 
Save any size shopping bags for the 
Navy Relief Thrift Shop! Hours are 
Tuesdays 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m., 
Thursdays 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
You can also drop the bags in the big 
blue bins near Bldg. # 206. 
Recycling - newspapers, glass and 
aluminum cans. Call the Monterey 
Peninsula Herald for the nearest re-
ceptacle to your area. D 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 
Suite Co1 372·8011 
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THE PERIPATETIC PALATE 
Our family enjoys trying out the 
many restaurants in our area for lunch, 
brunch, and dinner. On the whole, we 
have been pleased. However, we re-
cently ordered food from Moby's Deck 
on Lighthouse Avenue and were not 
pleased . 
We decided to order a bucket of fish 
and chips, which included two contain-
ers of cole slaw. Service was slow - it 
took forty minutes for our order and it 
was the only order. No one else was 




King Size Beds . Fireplaces 
Wet Bars in all Rooms 
Featuring ----, 
• Hot Tub Spa in Walled 
Cou",""" 
• Cable Color 1V & 
free Showtime Channel 
• f'luh Corfee in Room 
• Conferen~arty Facility 
• Etl"tciency Units 
• M iiitar)' " Corporate Ratts 
by The Classmate Galloping Gourmet 
The fish was overcooked, deep-fried 
and hard. There was twice as much 
crust as fish on each fillet and bones 
were throughout the fillets. No cole-
slaw was included in the order. In-
stead, two more fi llets were to have 
been substituted. One rock-hard piece 
and some crumbs were substituted. 
The chips were not fries , they were 
wafer-thin slices of potatoes, over-
cooked and burned. This entire meal 
ended up in the trash and we ate a 
meal at home. 
When we called to complain and of-
fered to bring the meal in to show the 
owner (it was a to-go order) , the owner 
was unreceptive. I do not recommend 
the food or service at Moby's Deck. 
Don't waste your money. 
Classmate accepts food reviews , 
either good or bad, in an effort to keep 
NPS members aware of service or 
meals at local restaurants . 0 
Indoor Heated Pool 
Spa & Sauna 
,-- Featuring ---, 
• ConferencelParty Facility 
• Outdoor Sunning Area 
• Luxurious Bridal, Family 
&. Executive Suites 
• F'resh Coffee in Room 
• Cable Color 1V I. Free 
Showtime Channel 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Emciency Units 
• Fireplaces 5. Spa Tubs 
in !lOme Rooms 
• Formal Limousine by 
Arrangement 
• Military &. Corporate Rates 
N«ar Del Monk Center 
373·4172 Nationwide 1-800-648-0743 373·1337 
\131 10th Street Monterey In California 1046 Munras Ave. Monterey 
1-800-821-0805 
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One should not leave Monterey with-
out trying squid (calamari), and this just 
happens to be the specialty at 
Abalonetti 's on Fisherman's Wharf. 
More cautious individuals might want 
to start with the deep-fried squid or 
squid rings , then progress to the to-
mato-y Italian versions of this wonder-
ful dish. Squid is a delicate seafood 
that is complemented by the well-fla-
vored breading as well as the richer 
sauces. The squid chowder will be ap-
preciated by those who enjoy creamy 
fish chowders, and the marinated 
squid salad (makes a nice light lunch) 
is delicious. This is neither a fancy nor 
an expensive restaurant which makes 
it ideal for a quick dinner or lunch when 
you're doing a vigorous stint as a 
tourist or tour guide to house guests. 
There are several sandwiches and 
pasta dishes available for those less 
willing to try this local dish. 
Salad lunches are perennial favor-
ites, especially here where vegetables 
are practically grown in our backyard, 
and, in the salad bar circuit, Crazy 
Horse Saloon is top notch . There is an 
amazing array of the freshest vegeta-
bles available, but that is only the be-
ginning. Platters of meat and cheese, 
a good variety of marinated vegetables 
and homemade soup all are included 
in the price of the all-you-can-eat 
bonanza. This restaurant is located 
above the Ramada Inn on Munras and 
Highway 1. We've had good luck stop-
ping here on a drop-in basis, but if you 
have time to make a reservation it 
wouldn't be a bad idea. This place can 
be busy. 
For Mexican food , try Zoraida's on 
Broadway Avenue in Seaside. This is 
another place that falls into the neither 
fancy nor expensive category, but if 
you are looking for huge platters of 
Mexican favorites (and a few I've never 
heard of before) cooked fresh but 
quickly while you wait, this will become 
a regular stop. The meals are not 
buried in lettuce as is so often the prac-
tice with Mexican restaurants these 
days, but instead are overflowing with 
The Peripatetic Palate, coni. 
meat and cheese with generous side 
dishes of rice and beans. Watch out 
for the hot sauce. It's dandy, but ... 
If your group can't decide on a favor-
ite seafood, the Clam Box on Mission 
and 5th Avenues in Carmel is the place 
to be. The menu is huge and should 
have something for everyone's taste, 
from stuffed clams to clam bordelaise, 
to simple broiled fish to sole florentine, 
to shrimp curry to ... Dinners include 
either a salad or soup (excellent chow-
der) , bread or rolls and accompanying 
vegetables or pasta as appropriate to 
the entree. Price-wise, it is not in the 
fast food category, but is cheaper than 
many restaurants in the area, and the 
portions are so generous we think you 
will find it a good value as well as a 
good meal. As you might expect, a 
place like this is very popular in Car-
mel , and they do not take reservations. 
We would recommend avoiding this on 
holiday weekends, though the service 
is quick, and we've never waited long. 
We have enjoyed many delightful 
lunches at La Maisonnette on 17th 
Street, "Victorian Row", in Pacific 
Grove, one of the area's best kept se-
crets. The daily specials are wonderful , 
inexpensive and brought to the table 
in a flash . On different occasions, we 
have tried roast pork (moist in a deli-
cate sauce) and a chicken filet in 
cheese sauce. Both were served with 
fresh vegetables and rice as well as a 
choice of homemade soup or a salad 
with an especially good house dress-
ing. Their crepes (several varieties) are 
also very good, as is the onion soup. 
All meals are served with a never-end-
ing supply of French bread (it must be 
homemade). We have never had room 
to try the extensive dessert menu. The 
fact that this restaurant is in a tiny, per-
fectly charming Victorian cottage 
doesn't hurt a bit. La Maisonnette also 
serves dinner on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday evenings, featuring a choice 
of two or three specials each evening. 
Call ahead to find out what is on the 
menu. 
This column welcomes contributions 
from OSWC gourmands who have en-
joyed a good meal and want to share 
the experience with readers. Call any 
of the staff members or submit it to 
SMC 2330. 0 
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Sal . Nill' 
Eu/ill}.!, Clllh 
"A LOCAL TRADITION 
ENTIRE MENU SERVED ALL DAY 'til 1:00 A.M, 
REGIONAL FAIRE • SKILLET PIZZAS • BURGERS 
HOMEMADE SOUP &> DESSERTS 
DAILY FRESH FISH SPECIALS 
BUSINESSMAN'S LVNCH-S3,95 
HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 3-6 P 
TAKE OUT SERVICE 
COMPLETE BAR OPEN'ti!.<.n,lVl 
VISA. MC. AC 
Present this ad and receive 
a glass of wine with dinner 
SAN CARLOS BElWEEN 5th &6th IN THE MALL 
CARM EL. 624-2336 
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LONG & FOSTER 
IS THE LARGEST PRIVATE BROKERAGE 
IN THE U.S.A. 
Mae "Pigeon" Batz 
REAL TOR® Associate 
m 
11("( 1011 -
LONG & FOSTER, REAL TORS® 
White Flint/Rockville Call Collect 
I 1620 Rockville Pike 
Rockville , Maryland 20852 
Office: (30 I) 468-0606 
(30 I) 340-6721 
Just A Short 
Walk From 
NPS 
UA Menu that 's Somethif'g to Crow Ab~Ul!'' 
Try Our Luncheon Specialties! 
Seafood, sandwiches, salads, daily specials and more .. 
priced right and served 11:30 to 2:30 Monday thru Friday 
Dinner (Trv our famous Prime Ribs of Been) from 5:00 to 10:30 
nightly (6 to to Sunday) 
Breakfast (Great Omclctlcs!) from 7:30 to 10:30 Everv Morning 
Private Dinner Parties for up 1O 30 people! 
Cozy full bar/ cocktail lounge with brick fireplace. 
Casual Dining at Comfortable Prices! 
Overlooking Beautiful Lake EI Estero 
55 Camino Aguajito. Monterey 
For Reservations 375-5104 
Peninsula Ballet Center 
KIRA IVANOVSKY,OIR. 
FORMERL Y OF BALLET RUSSE 
MILOU IVANOVSKY, ASSIST. OIR. 
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND 
ADULTS· BEGINNERS THRU PROFESSIONALS 
514 LIGHTHOUSE AVE., MONTEREY 
"HOME OF THE BALLET FANTASOUE CO." 
FOR INFO. CALL 
372-0388 
12 PM·2 PM, EVES 8 PM-10 PM 
by Lolita Shaw 
With the coming of warm weather, 
our minds turn to outdoor life and par-
ties. This month we will print several 
appetizers that are easy and most en-
joyable. My thanks to all the people 
who have served these dishes and of-
fered the recipes. 
Cucumber Tea Sandwiches 
Thinly sliced white sandwich bread 
English cucumbers 
Cream cheese 
Watercress and parsley 
Lemon pepper 
Lawry's seasoned salt 
Each sandwich is made with 3 slices of 
bread. Spread t st slice on one side with 
cream cheese. Arrange cucumbers, water-
cress, parsley. Sprinkle generously with 
seasoning. Spread 2nd slice of bread on 
both sides with cream cheese. Again ar-
range cucumbers, etc. Spread last bread 
slice on one side. Press firmly together. 
Cut into triangles. Arrange with cut sides 
upward. Cover and chill. 
Ham Rolls 
2 small packages cream cheese, sof-
tened 
2 ribs celery, finely chopped 
12 olives, finely chopped 
2 Tbsp. onion, finely chopped 
1 Tbsp. parsley 
4 tsp. Worchestershire sauce 
1 Tbsp. horseradish 
1 tsp. lemon juice 
1'h Tbsp. Miracle Whip 
Dash salt 
1 package ham 
Combine ingredients and spread on ham 
slices. Roll up starting at the long side. Chill 
4 hours. Slice and serve. 
Sausage Balls 
1 pound cheddar cheese, grated 
1 pound hot or mild bulk sausage, crum-
bled 
3 cups Bisqulck 
Heat cheese and sausage on very low 
heat just until soft enough to stir up. Mix in 
3 cups Bisquick mix. Stir until smooth. chill 
about 1 hour, then make balls. Bake at 400· 
about 10-12 minutes or until crisp. 
Crabmeat Spread 
1st Layer: 
24 ounces cream cheese, softened 
4 Tbsp. Worchestershire sauce 
2 tsp. lemon Juice 
4 Tbsp. mayonnaise 
t medium onion, finely chopped 
Combine ali ingredients 
2nd Layer: 
1 bottle chlii sauce 
3rd Layer: 
12 ounces crabmeat, cooked 
Cover entire plate with the cream cheese 
mixture. Next put on the chili sauce. Finally 
the crab. Garnish with parsley. Serve with 
Triscuits or other crackers. 
Cheese Straws 
'!. pound sharp cheddar cheese, grated 
3 cups sifted flour 
1 tsp. red pepper 
2 sticks margarine 
Cream margarine, add cheese. Mix well. 
Add red pepper to flour and combine with 
the first mixture, mixing thoroughly. Put 
through a cookie press onto large trays and 
bake at 300" for 18 minutes. 
Spinach Balis 
2 (10 ounce) packages spinach, cooked, 
drained, and chopped 
2 cups herb bread stuffing mix 
2 onions, finely chopped 
6 eggs, beaten 
% cup butter, melted 
'12 cup Parmesan cheese, grated 
1 Tbsp. garlic salt 
'h tsp. thyme 
Mix all ingredients well and refrigerate 
mixture for 2·3 hours. Form balls, using 1 
teaspoon mixture and bake on a lightly 
greased baking sheet 20 minutes at 350". 
May be frozen before baking by placing on 
a greased baking sheet and flash freezing 
for 10·15 minutes. Remove and put in 
freezer containers. To bake frozen, place 
on lightly greased baking sheet and bake 
25·30 minules at 350". 
Parmesan Olives 
% cup grated Parmesan cheese 
2 (8 ounce) packages refrigerated cres· 
cent rolis 
2 Tbsp. diced pimentos 
1 (6 ounce) can pitted large ripe olives, 
drained 
OR 
1 can green olives with pimento 
On a sheet of waxed paper, place 
Parmesan cheese. From each crescent 
roll , cut 3 triangles. Insert pimento into 
olives. Wrap olives with dough, leaving the 
top of the olive uncovered. Dip dough in 
cheese. Bake at 375" for 15 minutes. 
Cheese Rice Krispies Balis 
2 cups cheddar cheese, grated 
2 sticks butter, softened 
2 cups flour 
2 cups Rice Krispies 
Mix cheese, butter, and flour. Add cereal 
and mix well. Shape into small balls and 
place on ungreased cookie sheet. Bake 10 
minutes in a 3750 oven. 
Crab Delights 
1 can crabmeat, shredded 
1 Tbsp. minced onion 
1 cup sharp cheddar cheese, grated 
1·2 Tbsp. mayonnaise 
Paprika 
Melba rounds 
Combine crabmeat, onion, cheese, 
mayonnaise. mix well. Spread on Melba 
rounds and sprinkle with paprika. Broil until 
cheese melts. 
San Diego Bound? . . . 
JUDY RURN 
representing the 
# 1 OFFICE IN ALL OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
wili be here in July. Watch for the dates next month' 
Ontul); 
WJ rrr2t 
OHMAN·RATTAN Realtors. Inc. 
9840 Hibert 51. 
San Diego. CA 92 13 1 
(6 19) 566·3900 
(619) 488· 1006 
Cali coliect aftcr 6:00 p.m. 
Each o ffice independently owned ilnd operated 
Artichoke Nibblers 
2 (6 counce) marinated artichoke hearts 
1 smali onion, f inely chopped 
1 clove garlic, minced 
4 eggs 
'I. cup fine dry bread crumbs 
'I. tsp. pepper 
'I. tsp. oregano 
'Ie tsp. tabasco 
2 cups cheddar cheese, g rated 
2 Tbsp. parsley 
'!. tsp. salt 
Drain marinade from one jar of ar-
tichokes into frying pan . Drain other iar of 
hearts, discarding the marinade. Chop all 
artichokes and set aside. To the marinade 
in the frying pan, add onion and garlic. 
Saute until limp. In a bowl, beat eggs with 
a fork. Add crumbs, salt, pepper, oregano, 
and tabasco. Stir in cheese, parsley, ar· 
t ichoke hearts, and onion mixture. Turn into 
a greased 7 x 11 inch baking dish. Bake 
at 375" for 30 minutes. Cool and cut into 1 
inch squares. 
To continue on with the idea of party 
giving, next month we will print dips. 
This way you will have a wide variety 
of nibbling food for your big bash. 0 
'. 
JUDY HUHN. Navy Wife 
Million Dollar Club Member 
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International Cooking 
by Daisy Vorrias, 
Cooking Class Chairman 
With students from twenty-seven 
countries attending the Naval Post-
gaduate School , this is a great place 
to learn to cook with an international 
flair. Twice a year,. the International 
Committee presents a series of cook-
ing classes . The last highly successful 
presentation took place in February. 
Since all of the participants enjoyed 
the delicious meals served at the last 
cooking class, I would like to share 
some of the recipes with you , one 
country at a time. Following are a few 
recipes from Colombia. 
4 cups water 
1 cup milk 
Changua 
'h cup chopped green onion 
'h cup chopped cilantro 
2 cups cubed potatoes 
Eggs (1 per person) 
Salt 
Cut in small pieces the green onion and 
the cilantro and put in a pan with boiling 
water. Add salt and the potatoes. Let boil 
for 20 minutes or until the potatoes are 
cooked. Add the milk and the eggs. Reduce 
the heat and boil 3 minutes. 
2 cups rice 
Coconut 
COCONUT RICE 
4 cups water 
1 cup raisins 
1 cup brown sugar 
1 teaspoon satt 
Blend the coconut with its own water and 
drain the liquid into a pan. Boil this coconut 
milk up to get the coconut oil. Reserve. Add 
the water to the coconut and drain the liquid 
again. Put this milk in the pan with coconut 
oil ; add rice, brown sugar, salt and the 
raisins. Bring to a boil , cover, and reduce 
heat to very low. Simmer for about 20 min-






Clean and wash the fish . Season the fish 
with salt, pepper, and lemon. Add small 
pieces of margarine and bake for 30 min-
utes. 
Patacones 
Green bananas (smatl pieces) 
Salt 
Oil 
Deep fry the banana in deep hot oil for 
2 minutes. Drain and put the fried bananas 
into the water with salt. Remove from the 
water then smash and fry again. Season 
with salt. 
Dessert - Natitla 
11 teaspoons milk 
2 cups brown sugar 
1 cup corn starch 
Cinnamon 
Boil half of the milk with brown sugar. 
Dissolve the corn starch with the other half 
Custom Framing & Art Supplies Chop Service 
We specialize in the framing of needlework 
Family Owned and Operated 
Debby Rich Bernice Harry 
tI'!!~~ 307 Forest Ave · Pacific CA 93950 • 408/649-4674 
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r-------------- American Investors Company -
1275 "A ' Street 
Hayward , CA 9454 1 
Speclalizmg in Military Officers & Their Families 
George C. Chobany 
Fmanclal Planner 
467 Alvaradc, Suite I I 
Posl Olhee Box 2406 
Monlerey, CA 93940 
'---- ( 408 )375.5600 ______________ ...J 
of the milk. Add to the milk and sugar. Stir 
with wooden spoon over low heat until it 
reaches a creamy consistency. Pour into 
a serving bowl, spr;nkle cinnamon on top 
and allow to cool. 0 
The Great Escape! 
Big Sur Retreat 
with spectacular ocean view. 
Fully furnished, modern kitchen, 
hot tub, VCR, total privacy. 
S750/wk. May 
S975/wk. June-October 
Free brochure available 
"Pacific High" 
P.O . Box 805 
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: Come Visit the : 
: NAVY RELIEF THRIFT SHOP : 
• • • • 
• • 
• • : Sale going on : 
• • : in May! : 
• • 
• • • • 
• • : Watch for our opening: 
• . h • : In t e :
: new Thrift Shop : 





• • • • 
.. Located behind Herrmann Hall , next to .. 
~ the Barber Shop. Open Tues. & Thurs. : 
.. 10-12. .. 
1***************************1 
Respondez S' il Vous Plai t 
The issuance of invitations, as well 
as the acknowledgment of them, fol-
lows definite social rules which should 
be observed. These rules may be con-
sidered a framework in which you can 
extend or answer invitations with 
maximum advantage and minimum ef-
fort for both the guests and the hosts. 
In general , the types of invitations you 
will receive are: 
Informal - These may be issued in 
person, over the telephone, by 
handwritten notes, informal card, or 
on a calling card enclosed in a 
matching envelope. 
Formal - These may be fully en-
graved, semi-engraved, tele-
phoned, or handwritten in the same 
format as the fully ingraved invita-
tion . 
Informal: When the invitations are 
extended in person you must be alert 
and be prepared to accept or refuse 
without advance notice. When the invi-
tation is one that you will enjoy accept-
ing, there is no difficulty expressing 
pleasure. When you refuse ANY invita-
tion , you should be plausible. When 
you are not sure if you are free to ac-
cept an invitation, be frank with the per-
son and say why you cannot accept at 
that time. If a delayed reply is inconve-
nient refuse at once, but BE GRA-
CIOUS! 
Telephone invitations follow the same 
pattern as face to face. The information 
concerning date, time, place should be 
recorded so no mistake will be made. 
It is wise to record this information im-
mediately. 
Invitation by card - either calling 
card or fo lded informals or larger mes-
sage cards - are used for large infor-
mal parties. These invitations are usu-
ally brief, but will give full information. 
When an RSVP or Regrets Only is writ-
ten on the invitation, an answer is man-
datory. Your reply should be written on 
personal stationery, by hand, and must 
be mailed within a day or two or as 
soon as possible. Replies are ad-
dressed to the hostess only . When 
your reply is a regret, you should ex-
plain the refusal , but your note need 
not be a long one. Acceptances or re-
grets may be telephoned, if a number 
is included under the RSVP. 
Cont. on p. 36 
¢".l\ESTi\UHANT 
1,,(' " MEXlc!!iI'!~ES 
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- CHI LI RELLENOS 
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- WINES & BEE R 
OPEN DAilY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
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435 PIERC E ST. 
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INVESTMENT "DIAMONDS 
CUSTOM DESIGN & REDESIGN 
REPAIR (WHILE YOU WAIT ON MAJOR STONES ONLY) 
WATCH REPAIR EAR PIERCING 
INSURANCE APPRAISALS (WHILE YOU WAIT WITH APPT.) 
ESTATE BUYING ENGRAVING 
PEARL STRINGING 
TRADE OR BUY SCRAP GOLD OR SILVER 
DESIGN & REDESIGN 
125 OCEAN VIEW BLVD. 
PACIFIC GROVE 
646·1922 




On The Trail ... 
Laguna Grande Regional Park 
34 
A UNIQUE SelECTION OF 
C LASSIC IMPORTED AND 
HANDCRAFTED G IFTS ...... _ 
TOVS AND 
ACCESSORIES 
FRO M LOCAL 
408/625-6162 
208 THE CROSSROADS 





200 CLOCK TOWER PUICE 
SUITE 201 I BLDG. 0 
CARMEL. CA 93923 
(408) 624-3740 
by Marie B. Johnson 
One Saturday, not so very long ago, 
an expedition was formed at our 
house. This is not an unusual occurr-
ence. This time however. since I had 
another commitment, the exploring 
party was headed up by Tess and con-
sisted of herself , two-and-a-half-year-
old Kate , eight-month-old Sean, and 
Mike (otherwise known as Daddy) . The 
area of exploration: Laguna Grande 
Park. 
Laguna Grande is a very new park 
which opened this year. It is located 
on Canyon Del Rey, directly across 
from the Seaside City Hall complex. 
The park sits on the water and has 
picnic facilities, walking trails, large 
"Accent on Color" 
Seasonal Color Analysis 
Wardrobe Planning for 
Men and Women 
Skin Care and Make-up in 
Your Personal Color Palette 
Appointments at Your 
Convenience 
Call Kathleen 646-1779 
r 
open grass areas. and playground 
equipment. 
The expedition gave the park an "A" 
and here is the report : 
(1) Grass. Edible. Also soft to sit and 
crawl on. Dad disagrees with the edible 
portion. 
(2) Slides. Great. Fun to climb and 
slide well. 
(3) Climbing net. Difficult to balance 
on, but once you get the hang of it, lots 
of fun . 
(4) Swings. Always a favorite with 
entire crew. Well-balanced and go high 
when Dad pushes. 
(5) Balance beams and poles. 
Sturdy. Took some time for Kate to fi-
gure out but were worth it. 
(6) Teeter-totter. (See-saw) Interest-
ing. Reactions varied . Perhaps a bit 
much for the younger members. 
Should you happen to think that the 
expedition never got past the playg-
round , you are correct. In fact , it was 
THE item of interest and the reason 
for the expedition in the first place. (We 
have been watching the construction 
of this park for about a year.) 
There was one other point of interest; 
one which is dear to a parent's heart 
and certainly high on my list of 
priorities. Restrooms. The inspection 
team pronounced them clean. What 
more can you ask for? 
How To Get There : 
From La Mesa, take Mark Thomas 
Drive to Fremont. Turn right on Fre-
mont and head towards Seaside. Make 
a left turn at Canyon del Rey and follow 
the street. About five hundred yards 
down the road , you will see the park 
on the left. Look for the Russian Or-
thodox Church which is also on your 
left . The entrance is just past the 
~u~h . 0 
• 
The Message of the Oaffod iI 
by Pam Bonsper 
When I placed them in the water, 
Eventide had bid them sleep. 
Closed and hanging reckless fashion , 
Vase too big and far too deep. 
But when I woke to morning sunshine, 
All I saw upon the sill 
Were shocks of yellow, smiling faces 
Of the golden daffodil. 
What a simple morning blessing! 
Flooded with their flaxen glow, 
I placed them on the kitchen table , 
Dazzled by their splendid show. 
I took a moment then to ponder 
What they freely gave to me. 
Bursting forth with life and newness, 
They could give what I would see. 
For if I hurried through \he morning, 
Heedless of the fragrant room, 
Worthless was the bulb's internment, 
Futile was the Spring 's first bloom. 
So I looked and then the message. 
Isn't this the lesson clear? 
What is babe or fruit or flower, 
If we cannot hold it near. 
If we cannot look at petals, 
Little toes and tiny ear ... 
Gaze so deeply to the center-
Naught is learned and nothing clear. 
If instead, we stop the moment, 
Take the time for what it tells ... 
Hold the head and count the freckles, 
Close the eyes and breathe the smells. 
If we know that tender moments 
Sometimes ask our holding still . .. 
Then the blessing is the message 
Of the golden daffodil. 
Free Lessons COME FLY A KITE 
KITES OF ALL NATIONS 
American Tin Cannery Bldg. 
125 Ocean View Blvd. 
(Right across from the Monterey Bay Aquarium) 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
(408) 372- 1512 
1f2 OFF OUR NO. 1 50' DRAGON 
KITE WITH THIS AD 
OUTERWEAR SPECIALISTS 
HOURS MONDAY - SATURDA Y 10-5 SUNDAY 12-5 
STAINED GLASS STAINED GLASS 
makes excellent and makes perfect 
memories of your 
stay in Monterey 





ST AINED GLASS STUDIO 
594 Fremont SI., Monterey, CA 93940 
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calfee- lea- lam 
mustard - cookies 
candy- popcorn - nuts 
pallO 
tables & chalfS 
beach umbrellas 
161 CROSSROADS BL VD. 
CARMEL, CA. 93923 
408-625-5707 
Lunch Served 11·4 p.m. 








". Our Famous $395 ~\.",o Anlipaslo Salad and Fruit Bar luncheon 
C&" £.i'\ Italian Buffet With Antipasto Salad $465 
and Fruit Bar Served 11:15 to 2 p.m. 
Or Seled f ro .. A., Complete ufI(Mon Menu Sened Mood., Th". Sliurd., 11 :15 A.M. To 4:00 P.M. 
Sunday Champagne Brunch Buffet 
AII·You·Can·Eat Italian Hot Entrees $895 
Antipasto Salad Bar, Fresh Fruit and Dessert Bar OIlIdren IInder 12, $5.95 
2030 FREMONT ST. • MONTEREY • 646-0100 
Near Naval Postgraduate School & Mont erey Faiq,(rounds 
f rurn lu t'mplo)' (IImll), 1l1 t' Il1 i>t'rs ur NilS sludenls. 
I 
Respondez, cant. from p. 33 
After you have been entertained in 
a home, it is customary thaI you wrile -
or somelimes you may Ie Ie phone your 
hostess and thank her for the oc-
casion. A thank you note is brief, but 
must be genuine in expressing ap-
preciation. The note is addressed to 
the hostess, but should take nole of all 
members of the family. 
Formal : Formal invitations are sent 
out for a number of occasions - for the 
formal dinner, the formal dance, and 
the official luncheon or receplion . 
These are generally in one of the fol-
lowing forms : 
1. Fully engraved 
2. Semi-engraved 
3. Handwritten 
4. A phone call followed by a "To 
Remind" card. 
They are written in Ihe Ihird person 
and are sent approximately two weeks 
in advance. A formal invitation should 
be given that much leeway, but not 
more, as the occasion may be forgot-
ten entirely with more advanced notice. 
Invitations to very important func-
tions are usually fully engraved and 
carry the phrase "request the honor (or 
pleasure) of your company". An admis-
sion card to be shown at the door is 
frequently enclosed. 
Semi-engraved invilalions are 
adaptable to any date or occasion. It 
is used mainly for large functions, such 
as dinners, receptions, luncheons, 
dances, change of commands, and 
other ceremonies. All information 
should be handwritten in Ihe color ink 
of the engraving, preferably black. 
The formal invitation does not have 
to be engraved but may be written by 
hand, on white or cream colored paper, 
in the third person. The wording and 
spacing follow the engraved format. 
The address or place of entertainment 
is usually centered undernealh the line 
indicating Ihe time. 
It is quite correct to issue formal in-
vitations by telephone. The host or 
hostess may call , or have someone 
else cal l. In rendering lelephone invita-
l ions, give the complete information re-
garding the event as it is provided in 
a written invitalion. A telephone invita-
tion is usually followed by a "To Re-
mind" card 10 the guest who has ac-
cepled the invitation. The format is 
identical to any other written invitation 
except "To Remind" is written in the 
lower left hand corner in place of 
RSVP. It is permissible to cross out 
RSVP, if already printed on the card, 
and to handwrite "To Remind". 
Replies to formal invitations should 
be written , or called in (if requested), 
within 48, preferably 24 hours, after 
you receive the invitation. Replies are 
written, in the thi rd person, on the fi rst 
page of folded white or cream-colored 
note paper. 
An acceptance with your full name, 
the title and surname of the host and 
hostess, and the date and time, also 
the place, if different from the hostess' 
home should be sent. A regret wi ll in-
clude the same information, except it 
makes no reference to the time or 
place. Envelopes are addressed to the 
host and hostess, or to an aide or sec-
retary if so indicated on the RSVP. 
After accepting a formal invitation, 
you are COMM ITTED to the occasion 
over all other occasions (other than 
duty), with the exception of your receiv-
ing a White House Invitation, which 
takes precedence over all other invita-
tions. 
Invitations may specify a certain type 
of dress. If ever in doubt, consult your 
hostess. The following is a guideline: 
White Tie: Full evening dress. 
Rarely worn today except for official 
White House fu nctions and embassy 
parties, the father and escorts of de-
butantes, and formal weddings. Must 
be worn to any affair where the invita-
tion reads "White Tie". There is an 
equivalent military uniform. The 
woman wears her prettiest, dressiest 
long dress. 
Black Tie : A man wears a dinner 
jacket (tuxedo) or the equivalent mili-
tary uniform. The woman can wear the 
same dress she would wear to a "White 
Tie" occasion. Evening pants or a midi-
length evening dress also are accept-
able. Black tie should NOT be worn 
before 6:00 (1800) . 
Informal : Just a cut under Black Tie . 
A man wears a business suit and tie, 
or equivalent military uniform. For 
evening functions, a woman wears a 
long skirt, long dress, midi-length dress 
or the dressy pants designed for even-
ing wear. If the invitation is for late af-
Cant. on p. 39 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
· 4 x 6 prints 
• 3'12 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
MAMA MIA .. . 
We're talking GREAT ice cream!! 
SCOOPS OF MONTEREY ICE CREAM 
featuring BUD'S OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Home of Waffle Cones and The Mini-Ball Express 
484 lighthouse, New Monterey 373-4004 (Park in Rear) 
Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. Fri. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
You've t ried the rest 
now try the Best 
MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
1193 10th St .. Monterey (1 block from Naval PosIgradua1e School) 
375-9161 
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* 530 fo r 20 movies 
* $50 f or 40 movies 
* R eservfllion priorit ), 
* 10% discount on 
VCR s. blank tapes, 
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* B e" r ental rate , 
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brand new movie" 
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releasel 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
MON·SAT II AM - 9 PM 
SUNDAY 11 AM - 6 PM 
500 Polk Street 
- In I h ~ h~. rI of 





PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New - RebUilt - Onglnal -Competition 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
38 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
The Most Complete Line of Foreign Car 
and Truck Parts Available 
Bosch Automotive Products 
600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
373-7781 
Jo Mora - Artist and Historian (La Novia Room) 
by Judy Baldwin 
(Reprinted from September, 1969) 
A legacy from the old Hotel Del 
Monte is the one-half life sized equest-
rian group polychron sculpture by Jo 
Mora entitled "La Novia" which gives 
its name to the La Novia Room. 
Born in Uruguay in 1876, Jo Mora 
came to the United States as a child, 
studied at New York art schools, be-
came a cartoonist on Boston newspap-
ers, and later drifted to the Southwest. 
During his years as a nomadic cowboy 
and ranch hand, he sketched and 
painted continually, preserving much 
of the romance and lore of a long van-
ished era. 
During his later years , he turned to 
historical dioramas and brightly col-
ored, humorous wall maps. One of his 
best known dioramas is a series de· 
picting the life of his friend Will Rogers 
for the Will Rogers Memorial at Clare· 
more. He was the author 01 Trail Dust 
and Saddle Leather, and three weeks 
before his death in 1947, finished writ-
ing Californios in which he paid tribute 
to the California Vaqueros, the missio-
nary-trained horsemen who tended the 
immense mission herds 80 years be-
fore the Texas cowboys appeared on 
the scene . 
La Novia - "the wedding" - depicts 
an early Spainsh-California groom tak-
ing his bride home after the wedding 
ceremony. According to old customs, 
when riding double, the woman was 
seated sidesaddle in front with her left 
foot in a ribbon stirrup, while the man 
rode behind. This was a reversal of the 
Spanish custom in which the man rode 
in front. 
Traditionally, after the wedding, the 
couple was escorted with much gaiety 
by their friends to the house where the 
wedding least and fandango would be 
given. On their arrival , waiting mer-
rymakers would unbuckle the groom's 
spurs before he could dismount and to 
redeem them, he had to pay a forfeit, 
generally a bottle of brandy. . 
Men wore their hair long, hanging 
loosely over the shoulders or tightly 
braided, with a kerchief tightly bound 
about the head. In the early period of 
short breeches, the ample white draw· 
ers were worn in various way. The 
leading rider in the diorama shows 
them over the leggings and reaching 
to his ankles while the groom wears a 
shorter pair, reaching between his 
knees and ankles over his heavy, 
wrapped leather leggings with 
stamped and carved designs. The third 
man has his drawers tucked inside his 
heavy buckskin leggings which are 
embroidered with many colors and 
silver and gold threads. These clumsy 
leggings were wrapped about the legs, 
sometimes in many folds, and held in 
place by lancy garters, tassled and 
spangled. 
Light swords or flatter machete-like 
swords were generally carried under 
the left leg and fastened to the saddle 
lor a right-handed man (the leading 
rider) . The rider at the rear is left-
handed and carries his reata lastened 
under the saddlebag Ilap in the old 
style and his knife lastened in the gar-
ter of the left leg. 
Their shoes - called "berruchis" -
were made of buckskin or velvet in vari-
ous colors, laced at the side and highly 





Refinishing & Repairing 
• Antique' & • Modern • 
Furniture 
Military Claims 
& Damage Estimates 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIRS 375 4894 
Free Pick-up & Deliverey -
• 
Respondez, coni. from pg 37 
ternoon, a woman would wear a dressy 
daytime dress. 
Casual : A man wears a sports coat, 
with or without a tie, depending on the 
casualness of the occasion. A woman 
wears slacks (not jeans) or a casual 
skirt, long or short. 
This article contains direct quotes 
and information from the following re-
ferences : Service Etiquette, Amy Van-
derbuilt's New Complete Book of 
Etiquette, Entertaining and Etiquette 
for Today, Emily Post's Book of 
Etiquette for Young People, and GP-
NAVINST 1710.7. 0 
HAPPINESS IS . . . 
A HUGGY FAMILY 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* J! ,.-: From $18.95 iC * : atnedcanta} UNLIMITED MILES iC 
: :"'a.'!!9s~~y INC ! 
* 801 AIRPORT RD .. MONTEREY CALL 649-1611 iC * 8:00a .m. t05:00t lim .. Sa t.ti II noon For Details iC 
* MONTEREY AIRPORT TERMINAL LOWEST POSSIBLE iC * 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. RATES IN TOWN ~ 
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WE'LL HAVE IT READY! 
Fresh Pasta and Italian Sandwiches 
Open for Lunch 
11 :30 a.m. Daily 
$1 _00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
ON ANY LARGE PIZZA 
725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
Try Our New 
Din ing Area 
MONTEREY 
350 Del Monte Shopping Cenler 
Next to McDonald's 373-2828 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 
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Mail or "Call Christy Collect" for Your 
Free Comprehensive Relocation Package. 
Name _____________________________________ ___ 
Address ____________________________________ _ 
Ci ty _________________ State ________________ _ 
Phone _________________ Rank ______________ __ 
Expected Date o f Arrival __________________________ _ 
Max L. Hill 
Company" 
Hwy. 17 & Folly Road 
44 FOlly Road 
Charleston , S.C . 29407 
Attention : Christy Williams, Broker Associate 
Business: 803-571-5220 Home: 803-871-4330 
Jo Mora, cont. from p. 38 
embroidered and tinseled. The single 
leather sole, elongated in front, turned 
up sharply to protect the toe. 
Their saddles are of the early type, 
with heavy horns and covered with 
highly adorned Mochila (housing) 
which has openings of the proper size 
and shape to allow the horn and cantle 
to pass through and hold it in place. 
The Anquera (flank piece) for riding 
double was much worn and fastened 
to the rear of the cantle. The leading 
rider's saddle is the most common, cir-
cular and of saddle leather while the 
groom's is larger, made of buckskin 
bound with leather and hanging low 
with silver and gold fringe. 
Stirrups were heavy and carved from 
a solid piece of oak - plain, copper or 
silver studded or richly inlaid with silver 
designs. The groom's were repro-
duced exactly from a pair Mora had 
seen with the designs in front and back 
representing the California Quail and on 
the sides, the Snake. The tapaderos 
Cant. on p. 43 
RELOCATING 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-334-0854 
X 831 
Multi-million Dollar Producers 
Charlotte, Ron and Mary Kay - A retired military family providing personal and 
professional guidance in relocating to the Wash, D.C. - Maryland - Virginia areas . 
Call or write for your FREE relocation package. 
Long & Foster Realtors - P.O. Box 549 - Bowie, M D 20715 
(800) 334-0854 Ext. 831 or (30 I) 721-2626 Collect 
IB Nationwide Relocation Service 
IHA!'Or! 
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The steak thats 
made a 
name for itself 
It's got a reputation. Because --~ . 
it's juicy, tender and broiled 
to your order. Because ___ ____ 
it's lean for healthy 





rice, and crunchy cheese toast. 
And because the price 
is as skinny as the 
steak is thick. 
There's only one 
thing you can 






SiZzLER STEAK=- - -l 
& SALAD BAR $6.99 I 
IlNCLUDES ALL YOU CAN EAT FRESH FRUIT AND SALAD BAR I 
I I 
I Sizzler: . I 
L Steak · Seafood · SaJad ~ COUPON cnw15ol ..... am-IIII .. IIII ..... 1.c. 
------ ------$2.00 Value' Good for all members of the party 
2 LOCATIONS 
1146 Forest Ave. Pacific Grove 
649-0339 
1760 Fremont Blvd. Seaside 
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Computer Savvy 
by Ashlie Counts-Jenkins 
So, you want to buy a computer? 
Have I got a deal for you! Of course, 
the elitist computer stores don't pitch 
that sales line, but they probably 
should. This would at least warn pros-
pective buyers to be aware, i.e. caveat 
emptor. Having looked into purchasing 
a computer recently, I was amazed by 
all the little extras that you had to pay 
for in order to make the computer op-
erate. Not having a lot of experience 
in buying a high technology product, 
the only thing to which I could relate 
this ridiculous process was the mun-
dane purchase of a refrigerator. Let's 
imagine one buys a refrigerator in 
much the same process as a com-
puter . . . 
"Welcome folks! Here to buy a re-
frigerator?" 
Well , we just thought we'd look 
around." 
"Fine. If you can tell me what you 
want it to do, I can direct you to the 
right model. " 
"Well , first off it should probably be 
cold, and have a freezer." 
"Don 't worry. All of our refrigerators 
are guaranteed to be cold or you can 
take them to the repairman at no cost 
to you. Now, is that a top freezer, bot-
tom freezer, or side freezer?" 
"I'd rather thought I'd like a top 
freezer." 
"Great! I just happen to have one 
right here that is on sale. Now then, 
what size of refrigerator space do you 
want?" 
"Probably just the normal size, say 
total space of 19 cubic feet or so." 
"Well now, that may not be enough 
space for you to hold all of your food. 
What about that Thanksgiving turkey? 
Or all of those pies Grandma brings 
when she visits?" 
"I really think 19 cubic feet is fine." 
"Remember that it 's hard later on to 
add space to the old refrigerator. 
Technology is changing so fast, you'd 
be better off getting the top of the line, 
so it will last awhile. " 
"O.K., show us what you have in a 
larger size." 
"This baby right here is the QuikCold 
model #702. Notice the roomy top 
freezer, how the door on the freezer is 
separate from the refrigerator door. 
Also, look at the refrigerator space. 
Great, huh?" 
"Not bad at all. How much is it?" 
This week, we've got a sale on this 
model and for the package of the 
freezer/refrigerator it's only $500." 
"That's pretty good," 
"Well , I guess I should tell you if you 
want doors on the unit it'll be extra." 
"Really? How much extra?" 
"For the refrigerator door $50 and 
for the separate freezer door another 
$50. Also, the electrical eord to plug 
the unit in is another $25. The owner's 
manual is normally another $15, but 
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for you, I'll throw it in for nothing."' 
"What you're telling me is, that if I 
want a refrigerator to operate at full 
capacity, I'm going to have to pay a 
total of $625. I can't believe it! Is there 
anything else I'd need that you haven't 
mentioned?" 
"Well , now that you mention it, you 'd 
probably want some shelves in the re-
frigrator to put things on, and a temper-
ature control for both sections. " 
"And how much do those cost?" 
"The shelves are $5 a piece and the 
temperature control is $40." 
"So, now, this reasonably priced 
$500 is almost $700?" 
"That's right, and a bargain at that 
price. The dealer sells them for another 
$250. " 
"Well , I guess that we should proba-
bly get one. Just about everyone we 
know is getting a refrigerator these 
days and they seem to be using them 
quite a bit. When can you deliver one?" 
"Well , let me check. I've got a truck 
going out on Tuesday, but that will be 
another $25." 
"Sigh." 0 
Jo Mora - Artist and Historian, cont. 
shown are of an early style, made of 
three pieces of leather, two of them 
circular and one triangular, sewn flat 
and fastened in front of the stirrup with 
a slight curve. The early Californian 
rode with only the ball of his foot in the 
stirrups and needed little room back of 
the tapaderos. 
Headstalls, bits and reins are of the 
old types although some are similar to 
those used today. The leading rider 
has braided rawhide headstall and 
reins with dyed leather fringe on the 
brow-band. The groom's horse wears 
horse-hair headstall and reins made 
up of many sections bound at the ends 
and linked with silver. The last outfit is 
entirely horse-hair, tightly woven in 
various natural colors. 
The cabinet enclosing the group is 
carved black walnut inlaid with sterling 
silver. The shield at the top is the es-
cutcheon of the Count of Monterey, 
copied from a plate presented to 
Samuel F.B. Morse, whose Del Monte 
Properties owned the old hotel, by a 
more recent Count. Actually the prop-
erty of the Monterey History and Art 
Association. "La Novia" is on loan to 
the Postgraduate School so that it 
may continue to hang in its original set-
ting:" 0 
Although it belongs to the Monterey 
History and Art Association, " La 
Novia" is on loan to the Post-
graduate School so that it may con-
tinueto hang in its original setting. 
Mother's Day is 
May 12 
Don't Forget 
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I'm getting mighty tired of collards 
Jest listen and I'll tell you why. 
I've et so many of them things 
'Til at times I thought I'd die. 
Each time we have a meal 
The collards are always there , 
Sometimes they're cooked real done 
And once-in-a-while they're rare . 
When rna says that dinner's done 
I hate to take my place, 
Cause I know a pot of collards 
Are goin' to be starin' me in the face. 
I've et collards boiled 
And I've et 'em fried . 
I've fed some to myoid dog 
And he just upped and died. 
Collards 
It may sound kinda old, 
But I ain't one to lie, 
Ma pulled a new one 
And made a collard pie. 
Pa's got me worried 
Cause he looks a little weak, 
Las' night I heard him talkin' 
'Bout collards in his sleep. 
I've et 'em in salad 
And I've et 'em baked 
But I'll surely put my foot down, 
If rna ever makes a collard cake. 
It wou ldn't be a bit surprisin' 
And I believe I would scream, 
If I went to the table 
And rna had collard ice cream. 








Oaily 9-6 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
EXPERIENCED ALL AGE GROUPS 
REPAIR SHOP~' 
~Austor-Daimler Mongoose Ross KHS ~€\YH£ElItG aCl.€S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 




• Self-guided tours • picnic baskets • mops 
1250 Del Monte Ave .. Monterey CA Hours: Tues. - Sun. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
They're listed in the dictionary 
As an edible gree 
And I've been eating collards 
Long before I was weaned. 
I've just about reached the limit, 
As to what a feller can take. 
I wish they'd dump every collard 
Into the middle of a lake. 
And when I get to Heaven, 
I hope that good St. Pete 
Hasn't gone and planted collards 
Up and down that golden street. 
'Cause if there's collards in Heaven, 
There's one thing I know, 
I'll catch the very first train out, 
And join my friends below. 
- Read by Edna Wallace, P.M. 








by Sharon D. Duke 
For the past two years, it has been 
my very special pleasure to be a do-
cent at Tor House on Carmel Point. 
When the names of Tor House and 
Jeffers first came up, they conjured up 
vague yet intriguing images. After visi-
ting his home and reading some of 
Jeffer's poetry, I was struck by the 
man's vision and creative powers-
and knew I wanted to be involved. 
Robinson Jeffers, a giant in the 
ranks of American poets, designed the 
original cottage as a home for his wife 
Una, himself and their twin sons. He 
sited the house on a point of land that 
meets the sea like the "prow and plung· 
ing cutwater" of a ship. 
He called it Tor House, naming it for 
the craggy knoll , the "tor" on which it 
was built. Carmel Point, then, was a 
treeless headland, almost devoid of 
buildings. 
Construction began in 1918. The 
house was purposely small, set low to 
the ground to withstand the great 
storms of winter. Modeled after a Tudor 
barn in England, it contained two attic 
bedrooms, a main floor guest room, 
the living room, a tiny kitchen and a 
single bathroom. The granite stones 
used in the construction, were drawn 
by horses from the little cove below the 
house. Trained in forestry, Jeffers 
planted over 2000 Monterey pine, cy-
press, and eucalyptus trees to shelter 
and shade his property. 
Jeffers apprenticed himself to the 
THE LOCATION OF 
TOR HOUSE 
The ho use is s itua ted o n Ca r-
mel Point jUH to the sourh of 
Carmel Vill age. it faces Scenic 
Avcn\lc, is b~)llndcd hy Stewart 
W ay andOccan View AlI.L:nuc. 
building contractor, thus learning the 
art of making "stone love stone". Con-
struction was completed in mid-1919. 
Oil lamps and candles were the only 
means of illumination until electricity 
was installed in 1949. 
In 1920, the poet-builder began his 
work on Hawk Tower - a retreat for 
his wife and a magic place for his sons. 
It was completed in less than four 
years, a remarkable feat since Jeffers 
built the tower entirely by himself! He 
utilized wooden planks and a block and 
tackle system, without scaffolding, to 
move the stones and to set them in 
place. 
Following the completion of Hawk 
Tower, he added asunken dining room 
to the original cottage. Later, after 
World War II , he commenced the new 
wing, ultimately completed by his son 
Donnan whose wife has a life tenancy 
in that portion of the Tor House prop-
erty. 
Many literary and prominent people 
of the day visited Robin and Una at 
Tor House: Charles Lindbergh, Charlie 
Chaplin, George Sterling, Edgar Lee 
Masters, Mary Austin , Edna St. Vin-
cent Millay, Mark Van Doren, H.L. 
Mencken, Van Wyck Brooks, Sinclair 
Lewis, and others. 
All of Jeffers' major works, as well 
as the great bulk of his poetry, were 
written in Tor House. His greatest suc-
cess was the play "Medea", written for 
Dame Judith Anderson and first per-
formed on Broadway in 1947. His ulti-
mate fame, however, derives from the 
narrative poems whose setting was the 
Big Sur coast. He wrote many short 
poems of great lyric beauty, philo-
sophic realism, and also advocated en-
vironmental conservation. The 
strength and the genius of this man 
are epitomized by the granite walls of 
this home that he built with his own 
hands; this place is as enduring and 
timeless itself as Jeffers' poetry. 
The Robinson Jeffers Tor House 
Foundation is a non·profit organization 
of volunteer members. It was founded 
in 1978 to purchase Tor House and 
save it from being razed for real estate 
development. Volunteer docents lead 
tours of the house, gardens and Hawk 
Tower on Fridays and Saturdays 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Docents also participate 
in the Jeffers Festival in the fall and a 
Garden Party held in May. 
Being a docent offers many rewards. 
The house and tower, with their mag-
nificent views, the color and variety of 
the gardens, and the poetry that cap-
ture this beauty ever delight those who 
come. It is edifying to see how Robin-
son and Una Jeffers could dream their 
dreams and bring them into reality. 
Everywhere there is evidence of 
Robinson's art enhanced by Una's 
support. Also, aside from learning 
about Jeffers and his works, docents 
have many opportunities to meet 
stimulating people from all over. Each 
tour brings new perspectives and in-
sights. The foundation members I 
knew all added to the richness of the 
experience. They are a caring group 
who enthusiastically share and contrib-
ute their time to Tor House. I have 
nothing but the fondest memories of 
my Tor House friends. 
The story of Tor House and the Jef-
fers family is a rare example of vision 
fulfilled . I encourage you to partake of 
the Jeffers legacy and explore 
firsthand his poetry and his Tor House. 
For information concerning tours, or 
if you too would desire to be a part of 
this experience by serving as a docent, 
please contact Nancy Miller, Executive 
Director of Tor House Foundation, at 
624-1813. 0 
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Family Fun - The Gizdich Ranch 
by Jeannine Cotner 
Where can you take a family of five, 
fill them up with something healthy, 
have a terrific afternoon and spend 
less than $1 O.OO? The Gizdich Ranch 
in Watsonville is the place. During the 
year, you can pick strawberries, olal-
lieberries (a type of blackberry), rasp-
berries, and apples. 
The ranch has approximately 95 
acres of "pik-yor-sef" fruit. The Gizdich 
family has been operating the ranch 
for 49 years . Three generations of Giz-
dichs now help manage the ranch. 
They encourage families to all come 
out and pick and eat. They don't care 
how many little samples the children 
try. Two years ago, on our first trip there , 
Megan was only six weeks old and 
didn 't want to sit quietly in her stroller 
while we picked. So, Nita Gizdich told 
us to go pick and then she pushed 
Megan all around the strawberry fields. 
They are great people. 
Berry Season 
Strawberry season began May 1 and 
ends August 1. Now is the time to 
go while the berries are plentiful and 
sweet. Toward the end of the season, 
there are fewer strawberries on the 
plants and they aren 't as sweet as the 
earlier berries. We picked strawberries 
on the East Coast and hunted for ber-
ries between weeds and insects. At the 
Gizdich ranch , each person gets his 
own row and there are no weeds at all! 
The strawberries are just waiting to be 
picked. Until about the middle of June, 
you won't have to go more than fifteen 
feet down a row to get six to eight pints 
of strawberries. Bring containers 
along, but if you like the cardboard 
boxes that the strawberries come in at 
the store, you can purchase them at 
the fields for approximately fifty cents 
each. 
Olallieberry and raspberry picking 
season begins June 6 and lasts until 
the first week in July. Olallieberries are 
like very large blackberries. They are 
on shoulder-high vines and do not 
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have many thorns . My two- and three-
year olds managed to pick quite a few 
green berries and not get pricked. 
Berries are also frozen and available 
to purchase year round. The Gizdichs 
also sell a terrific strawberry cookbook 
and give out other berry recipes. You 
must make their Olallieberry Pie. I used 
to hate pie until I tried it. The fields are 
open 8 to 5 daily. 
Apple Season begins September 1 
and lasts until January 31. The Gizdich 
Ranch grows seven varieties of ap-
ples. They are Macintosh, Red Deli-
cious , Pippin, Prime Gold, Golden De-
licious, Richard Red, and Winesap. 
You can pick them yourself or buy them 
by the box. There is a very nice gift 
shop ("The Apple Box") with an assort-
ment of apple and berry related items. 
There are several excellent cook-
books, kitchenware, and little 
souvenirs for the children, like apple 
erasers and banks. There is also an 
antique shop and a pie shop. The pie 
shop has fresh apple and olallieberry 
pies. Those pies are the biggest pies 
I have ever seen. And, they are deli-
cious!! On Saturdays, throughout the 
year, you can watch the apple pressing 
and purchase fresh apple cider. 
To get to the Gizdich Ranch, take 
Highway One to the Riverside Drive -
Highway 129 exit in Watsonville. Go 
, 
I 
GIZOICH RANCH IS EASY 
TO REACH FROM ALMOST 
ANYWHERE ... . AND A REAL 
FAMILY·FUN OUTING WHENEVER 
YOU COME. 
/ 
.... SOOo._ ... 
~ ... V ' Or" 
three miles on Riverside Drive (through 
Watsonville) until Lakeview Drive. 
Make a left on Lakeview Drive. Go 
about two miles and, on your right, 
there will be a sign for "Pik-Yor-Sef" 
berries. Park there if you 're going berry 
picking. If you want to go apple picking 
or watch the apple pressing, continue 
on Lakeview until you come to Carlton. 
Make a right on Carlton and then take 
your first left on Peckham. The Gizdich 
Ranch will be on your left about '/2 mile 
down Peckham. There are also other 
smaller pick-yourself places along 
Peckham, where you can pick plums, 
tomatoes, cucumbers, and other veg-
etables. It only takes about 30 minutes 
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FREE 
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2 PM-9 PM 
10 AM-6 PM 
1PM-6PM 
Financing Seminar 7 PM 
Financial Seminars 11 AM & 2 PM 
Financial Seminar 2 PM 
Holiday Inn Monterey 
2600 Sand Dune. Drive 
Captain'. Table Room 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR ALL AREAS OF THE U.S. 
Repre.entatlve. will be pre.ent with Information about the following area.: 
• Annapolis/ Baltimore, MD • Mare Island/ Fairf ield , CA 
• Bremerton/ Bangor/Seattle, WA • Memphis, TN 
• Camp Lejeune/ New River/Jacksonville, NC • Monterey, CA 
• Charleston, SC • NorfolklVa. Beach/ Portsmouth, VA 
• Glenview NAS/ Great Lakes, IL • San Diego, CA 
• Honolulu, HI • Washington , D.C./Northern Va. 
- Find out how to close a home purchase in three weeks 
- Mortgage loan officers will be available to answer your 
questions at all times 
- Have your loan approved before you graduate! 
Need Information Now? CALL: 1-800-654-7653, Ext. 110 
EACH RED CARPET OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
